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Employment 
figures 
questioned 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
federal government was 
pressed Monday to present a 
more realistic monthly 
report of unemployment 
figures in the wake of a 
special Statistics Canada 
' study which showed 
thousands are excluded from 
the official count because 
they have become too 
discouraged to lock for work. 
Progressive Conservative 
and New Democratic Party 
critics said the Statistics 
Canada report proves often- 
repeated opposition claims 
that themonthly report on 
the unemployed--a lso 
released by Statistics 
Canada-- does not present 
an accurate picture. 
The federal statistics- 
gathering agency said in its 
special report hat in March 
~63,000 jobless persons were 
not included in the official 
unemployment  count 
because they had not 
bothered to look for work 
during the per iod the 
statistics were taken~ 
"Since these 263,000 people 
asserted not only that they 
wanted work but also that 
they were available for 
work, it is logical to infer 
that these persom were also 
in a posillna to look for work 
had they chosen to do so," 
the special study nays. 
"It also logically follows 
that since they declared that 
they wanted work, the only 
grounds for not engaging in 
Job search activity was 
either the knowledge that no 
Jobs were available or the 
belief that the job search, if 
undertaken, would carry too 
smMl a probability of suc- 
The additional 203,000 
Jobless indentifled in the 
special study would have 
the official count of 
in March to more 
million if they had 
been added to the 938,000 
listed as unemployed. 
James McGrath (PC--St. 
John's - -East)  pushed 
Employment Minister Bud 
gulien to include the number 
of persons listed with federal 
manpower centres in the 
number of unemployed. 
McGrath said the 
Statistics Canada report on 
unemployment i  No~,'emher 
listed 31,000 persona as 
unemployed in New- 
foundiand while, at the same 
ime,, there were 62,000 
persons registered with 
. federal manpower centres in 
Newfoundland. 
The distributlan offederal 
make-work funds is based on 
the figures contained in the 
regular monthly report 
issued by Statistics Canada. 
Cullen said it cannot be as- 
sumed that all persons listed 
with manpower eentres are 
unemployed. They might 
just he looking for better 
jobs, 
He said the monthly unam- 
ployment report presents an 
accurate picture 
l |  
FLQ 
PAIR 
COME 
BACK 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Jacques and Louise 
C~sette.Trudel, wanted 
for the 1970 kidnapping of
British trade com. 
missioner James Cross, 
will return from exile in 
Paris on Wednesday, 
Quebec provincial police 
have confirmed. . ~ 
A police spokemnan 
declined Monday to  
provide further details. 
However, other sources 
said the pair will return 
on Air Canada flight 871, 
leaving Charles de Gaulle 
Airport at 11 a.m. Paris 
time Wednesday, 
arriving at Montreal's 
Mirahel Airport at 12:30 
p.m. EST. 
The same sources aid 
four seats had been 
booked on the flight for 
the Consetto-Trudels and 
their two children. Police 
hope to whisk them away 
from the airport im- 
mediately,  whithout 
giving reporters a chance 
to speak to them, the 
sources said. 
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What! 
flying 
saucers 
It's not a UFO that Jack 
Strichland of the Salvation 
Army is looking at here. It's 
really a bubble for donations 
towards the Army's 
Christmas projects. 
People will be able to 
make donations a* the 
Skeena Mall, the liquor 
store, the Wooiworths 
r 
shopping centre and the Co- 
op from Wednesday, 
Dee, 13 to Dec. 16 and from 
Dec. 18 to Dee. 23 during 
store hours. 
The money goes towards 
Christmas fellowship, food, 
toys and treats for people 
who would otherwise he 
alone and get nothing. 
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continues 
TEHRAN tAP) - -Two 
days of orderly but large* 
sca le  demonst ra t ions  
against the shah exploded 
into violence and bloodshed 
• Monday in the ancient city of 
lsfahan, where at least five 
persons were reported killed 
when soldiers fired on ramp- 
aging crowds. 
In Tehran, hundreds of 
thousands of fist-waving 
Iranians streamed through 
the streets chanting: "Down 
with the shahl" 
After the march ended 
peacefully and night fell, the 
government sent tanks and 
troops hack into the centre of 
Tehran and reinstating a full 
curfew and ban on demon- 
strations. 
Official sources said the 
violence in Isfahan, 480 
kilometres outh of here, 
began when a similar protest 
march turned into a riot. 
They said thousands of 
demonstrators badly dam- 
aged downtown hanks and 
public buildings, including 
the headquarters of the 
SAVAK secret police, and 
toppled statues of Shah 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi 
and his father, Shah Resa the 
Great. 
Troops moved in, first 
using tear gas, then opening 
fire with their rifles to 
disperse the crowds, the 
sources aid. Early reports 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~..,~~aid. at least five were seea~ 
killed and many wounded in 
lsfahan's main square. 
Reports from the 
provinces said marchers 
'a l so  attacked hanks and 
public buildings in the cities 
of Yazd, Mashhad and Yezd, 
and in each city statues of 
the shah were torn down. 
There were no immediate 
reports of casualties fjom 
those cities. 
At the Tehran demon- 
stration, a huge throng 
massed around the towering, 
arch-like Shahyad 
monument--end point of the 
march and symbol of the 
shah's rule--was told by 
opposition leaders: "We will 
continue until victory is 
won!"  
'/ employees under the Canada. The corporation, which and distribution of mail. i d id Labor Cede. They new are sets pre  c ents  covered by the more fi l  d 
!i V.~NCOUVER(CP)--The wide precidettt and rec- Slaff Relations Act, r e v a n c e s  e 
British Columbia govern- ngnize human rights in 
automobile insurance rates. 
She made the statement a
a news conference where the 
Crown corporation an- 
nounced 1979 rates for 
compulsory coverage would 
he l0 per cent higher than 
this year, accident free 
drivers would get a break 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The gov- guiding agency for railways will be similar to the Crown 
eminent introduced a hill and the like, will set the corporation nowoperatingat 
Monday to convert he post postal rates after the a profit in Britain, will have 
office department toa Crown "Canada Post Corp." comes a president and a chairman 
corporat ion - -a  long- intoheing.lnterestedparties of a board of up to 15 
standing union demand, will be able to make submis- directors. 
The bill eventually would sions on new postal rates to The corporation' will have 
place almost all pest office the commission, a monopoly in the collection 
Under the legislation the 
position of postmaster- pr'man'sl(l 
genaralwlllhemainlainedto ver  re  
develop national postal 
policies. 
But the Canadian tran- NORTH BAY, Ont. (CP) --  
sport commission, the Formal grievances will be 
filed against he post office 
rOSL'II'm---L for issuing letters of 
reprimand to 40 members of 
the Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers (CUPW) for their 
involvement in a postal 
strike in October, a union 
spokesman said Monday. 
District representative 
John Allick said in an in- 
terview that the lettei's of 
reprimand, which stay in 
employees' personal files for 
two years, amount to in- 
timidation by the post office. 
Reprimands, suspensions 
without pay and dismissals 
have been given to a number 
of CUPW members across 
the country who stayed on 
strike after back.to-work 
legislation was passed 
al 
workers 
picket 
and a phase-in of staggered 
renewal dates Would begin. 
The average driver wii lpay 
about $230 next year and 80 
per cent of the drivers will 
pay no more than they did 
they did this year. 
"A young car owner who 
performs afely on the road 
should be afforded the op- 
portunity to buy insurance at 
the same level as the older 
person who performs 
safely," said Mrs. Mc- 
Carthy. 
She said ICBC will study 
the proposed rate changes 
over the next several mnngm 
and they would be used by 
1980 if the system can work. 
ICBC president Robbie 
Sherrell agreed it seems 
unfair to base rates on age 
and sex, but was unsure ff 
the traditional 
classifications could be 
realistically altered and said 
a study was needed. 
He said the 10-per-4cent i -
crease applies only to the 
compulsory portion of in- 
surance rates; collision and 
comprehensive rates will not 
rise. 
ment says it wants to 
revolutionize automobile 
insurance by removing age, 
sex and marital status as the 
basis for its Insurance Corp. 
of B.C. (ICBC) rates--but 
the corporation's president 
is not sure it can work. 
Grace McCarthy, minister 
responsible for ICBC, said 
Monday that setting rates for 
drivers on their records 
rather than broad use 
calagoriea would set a world- 
Scrooge 
swiped 
BRENTWOOD, N.Y.(AP) 
--  Like ghosts of Christmas 
past, two men in stocking 
masks invaded an ice cream 
store and made off with a 
cardboard poster cutout of 
Ebenezer Scrooge. 
. Police said the duo entered 
the Friendly ice cream store 
Sunday night, produced guns 
and told three customers and 
four employees not to move. 
Then each thief grabbed 
an arm of the five-foot cutout 
of the grinning white-haired 
miser and fled on foot. 
Two Scrooge posters, 
which are used to promote 
ice cream rolls during the 
Christmas season, were 
stolen from the Friendly 
store in Ronkonkoma last 
year. 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
About 20 inside postal 
workers demonstrated 
Monday outside the British 
Columbia Supreme Court 
when one of their leaders 
eppeered in court. 
Frank Walden, regional 
director of the Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers 
(CUPW), appeared on a 
preferred indictment on a 
charge of disobeying the 
federal government's back. 
t~work legislation. 
The government legislated 
the postal workers back to 
work after a strike in late 
October. Several union 
leaders recommended the 
membership continue the 
strike. 
CUPW local president 
Lloyd Ingram said the 
• purpose of the demon- 
stration was to keep the 
public aware that the union 
is going to fight 
MOONIES 
KEEP IT 
SECRET 
HARWOOD, Ont. (CP) 
-- The leader of the 
Unification Church of 
Canada says he does not 
want to disclose company 
investments because of a 
possible public boycott. 
Mark Porter said the 
church is poor despite 
owning a $250,-000 local 
retreat, StO0,O00 in in- 
vestr.~:.ents across Canada 
and millions in U.S en- 
terprises. 
The Chvrch's holdings 
worldwide are a drop in 
the bucket compared to 
other churches, he said in 
a weekend interview. 
Porter said the church 
is trying to establish 
commercial enterprises 
in Canada and has al- 
ready opened a cosmetic 
company. 
POLITICAL STORM 
OVER REFUGEES 
GENEVA tAP) - -  The 
United States called on 
governments around the 
world Monday to provide 
homes for the flood of 
Indochina refugees. But 
in Malaysia, the deputy 
prime minister tam- 
hasted the U.S., claiming 
it is not doing enough in 
their behalf. 
"The international 
community--and ot just 
a few nations--must 
respond," U.S. State 
undersecretary 'David 
Newsom told a United 
Nations meeting on the 
Indochtha refugee 
problem. 
Newsom lauded 
Canada, France and 
Australia for accepting 
thousands ofrefugees and 
said other countries, uch 
as West Gemany, have 
also opened their doors. 
In Kuale Lumpur, 
Deputy Prime Minister 
Mnkathir Mohamed told 
reporters he is critical of 
such countries as the 
U.S., "which make such 
an issue of freedom of 
movement of people and 
yet will take 0nly a cor- 
~ tuin~iumber'of pmple." 
Thailand and Malaysia 
are bearing the brunt of 
the influx of rofugees 
from Communlstruled 
Vietnam and Cambodia 
since 1975. Thailand has 
140,000 refugees and 
Malaysia more than 
46,500. 
Newsom- addressed a
closed session at the two- 
day meeting of 36 
countrim convened by the 
UN high commissioner 
for refugees, Poul Har- 
fling. HIS speech, was 
published by the U.S. 
mission here. 
Newsam announced a
new contribution of S5 
million to the UN refugee 
program, bringing the 
annoal U.S. total to $13.5 
million. Last month, the 
U.S. increased its qmta 
for Indo~dna refugees to 
46,500.from 25,000. 
Thailand and Malaysia 
m seeking new in- 
ternnlionally.recugnized 
arrangements for dealing 
with the refugee problem, 
including a commitment 
from the industrialized 
slates to accept mere 
refugees. 
FROM REFUGEES 
Canada will 
collect fare 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The 604 
V ie tnamese  re fugees  
rescued from the Hal Houg 
freighter in Malaysia will 
• have to repay the federal 
government for the cost of 
flying them to Canada, an 
immigrat ion department 
spokesman said Monday. 
He said the refugees 
signed documents during 
interviews aboard the liai 
Hong promising to repay 
passage assistance loans 
from the federal govern- 
ment. The documents were 
explained to them through 
translators. 
How much the rofugees 
will each be billed for the 
flight aboard Canadian 
Forces planes has nat yet 
been calculated. But the 
spokesman said it likely will 
equal the cost of a com- 
mercial charter flight. 
Private travel agents and 
airline spokesmen estimated 
they would charge between 
$800 and $1,052 for a flight to 
Malaysia, depending on 
variables such as size of 
group, length of stay and so 
OI1 .  
The immigration 
spokesman said the flight 
billing practice is not 
unusual and that the refu. 
gees can have up to two 
years to pay if they cannot 
afford the expenclnture 
immediately. 
The spokesman said the 
billing practice dates back to 
1961 when the immigration 
department set up a 120 
millien revolving fund for 
travel oans to refugeos and 
immigrants coming to 
Canada. 
Since then, the govern. 
meat has lent out $61 million 
to thousands of foreigners to 
get here. Current out- 
standing loans total $3 
million to 4,373 refugees and 
immigrants who did not have 
enough money to get here 
after they were aceeptod. 
The loans are interest.free 
for refugees. Immigrants 
pay 7~ per cent annual 
interest. 
In the Hal Hong case, the 
defence department will bill 
the immigration department 
for the airlift costs including 
such items as pilots, other 
crew members and fuel. 
Then, the immigration 
department bills the in- 
dividnsis to recover part or 
all of the coat. 
A dofence department 
spokeanum said the cost 
calculations should be made 
during the next two or three 
weeks. 
Cattlemen deny pressure 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) -- 
The president of the British 
Columbia Catt lemen's  
Association denied reports 
today that political pressure 
is behind the planned killing 
of wolves in central B.C. 
Henry Blazowski was re. 
spending to a suggestion by 
lan McTaggart-Cowan, a 
wildlife biologist, that 
ranchers in the Bonnpart 
Plateau near this Southern 
Interior city were telling 
their MLA to thin out the 
wolves or risk losing their 
votes. 
McTnggart-Cowan earlier 
said the fish and wildlife 
people are in "an awful 
quandary, in an awful hind, 
because the decision (to 
poison wolves) is a political 
. one , "  
Blazowski said Mc- 
TaggartCowan's tatement 
"doesn't make much seine." 
"The rural population is 
six per cent of the total popu- 
istion," he said. "We form 
such a small percentage of
the total voters that we 
would he powerless" 
Blazowski said the cattle- 
men's association had never 
spoken to Rafe Mair (SC- 
Kamloops) or Sam Bawlf, 
former minister of 
recreation and conservation, 
regarding the elimination of 
wolves. 
The provincial govern- 
ment is considering means, 
including the use of poison, 
to reduce wolf population 
where needed. 
Blazowski said the 
association deals directly 
with the Fish and Wildlife 
Branch and Oases its c la im 
on facts. 
"The facts are that the 
wolf is not an endangered 
species," Blszowakl said. 
He said there are up to 
6,000 wolves in the province, 
making them "far from an 
endangered species." 
The average wolfe, 
Blazowski said, cats between 
five and six pounds of meat a 
day and, with 6,000 wolves in 
the province, that adds up to 
30,000 pounds of meat each 
day. 
Binzewski said one ran- 
cher in the Bonaparte 
Plateau region lost 28 head of 
cattle this year. He said the 
average price was about b00 
a head, which means a 
$14,000 Ion. 
Ralph Ritcey, regional 
wildlife biologist, said the 
fish and wildlife branch was 
"always under pressure 
from groups such as the 
cattlemen and naturalists"' 
but the planned poisoning 
was "not politically 
motivated." 
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Tor ture  a l lege  t in  I ran  
LONDON (AP) -- Am- troops and police impeded " t i~  were later report~ by Martin Ennals, socrelary- 
nasty International ccused the medical treatment of the army to have died. general of Amnesty In- 
Iranlan authorities Monday people wounded in recent The report asserted some ternatioual, asld ins  press 
disturbances in Iran. release theshah assured him of continuing systematic 
torture of political prisoners, 
contrary to frequent claims 
by Shah Mohammad Reza 
Pahlavi that torture has 
been stopped. . 
The London-based human 
rights group, which works 
for the release of prisoners of 
conscience throughout he 
world, reported on the fin- 
dings of a mission to hn .  
The mission was said to 
have received reports that 
An Amnesty International 
report said: '.'In one in- 
cldent, s doctor in Mashad 
told the delegates that on 
Nov. 2O three people, who 
had been wounded In a 
demonstration a d who were 
in critical condition, were 
brought to the hospital where 
he worked, but were sub- 
sequently removed by 
soldiers in spite of the 
dQctor'e protests. The vie- _ 
people were tortured to 
extract information or 
"asSess|ore," while others 
wore tm'tured apparently ae 
a deterrent or as punishment 
for political aetlvlUes. 
The human ngnm group 
said tortures included 
whlppin8 with wire, beatings 
ms the soles o~ the feet, 
kick,S, punching, burning 
with e~arettes, long periods 
of soNary confinement and 
pre~ntion of nlocp. 
when they met in 19"/7 that 
torture in Iran had stopped. 
Eenais aid the ehah said the 
same to the West German 
magazine Stern on Aug. 30. 
Ennals denounced the 
shah's assurances as "~'0as 
hypocrisy" and edded: 
"Two years ago Iran was a 
principal sponsor of a United 
Natlous resoluUm mimed at 
prevent ing  torture+. 
throughout the world. 
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comparable to the finest quilts av 
in Europe. 
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance  
I J 4617 Greig 635-5232 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
OPEN 6 A.M. o 9 P.M. Mow.oTher. 
6 A.M. - 3 A.M. Friday & 8st. 
Sun. 10 A.M. - 9 P.M. 
Take Out Orders 
4642 Lase]le 
daniadown quilts 
|IIMIMIIMMMIM|MMMMIIIIMMBMIMIMMIMIIBMIIMMMIMMBMMMIIMBBMMMI 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd; 
4606 Lazelle Ave, Terrace 
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m.-§:30 p.m. 
Fr,deY 9 e.m.-9 p.-m. 
Ii | r.-1 t(rl ~3 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl 
Repair. Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies - 
Boattopplng & Hardware . Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners. Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet. V.W, Seats 
recovered In original color and meterlah front & back 
$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvett~ supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
VISITORS 
WELCOME 
l!l 
OROIE I RD. 
i)all us at 636-6357 9 to 5 
I 
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NEWS IFu l ton  attacks import 1 couR j  ...... Terrace.. , I , ,  .., .. od°wn seDt~alceddRt:e; atKia~iye nf marijuana in thei|" i,~:~ie. 
- - -  Therewero 520 gram,. ~18,f~ Tt 'e reder ,~ ' ,a , ,d , ,~t , ' fo r .  .• : " . Thestahfl|tycreatedb:, a , , .  • "" • " land and agr,cultural" " the h,nd ef shrinking i n - "  
$108 and prohibited from ounces) of marijuana ip the the New Demo~rat~c party in equitable national beef capital, comes. 
he 1978 Christmas Seal 
.~mpaign has reached the 
halfway mark In its goal to 
ra;se ~/00,000, with Terrace 
having raised only $250 of a 
target of $3,900, the British 
Col.umbla Lung Association 
reports. 
"['he actual dollars 
received are a little less than 
at the same time last year, 
but may be due in part to 
postal disruptions in early 
November when the cam. 
paign was launched reports 
Bill King, president of the 
Association. 
With all homes in British 
Columbia having now 
received Christmas Seals in 
their marl box, donations are 
beginning to pick up he says, 
and he is optimistic that he 
campaign goal will be 
reached. 
King also said that the 
recent change of name to the 
British Columbia Lung 
Association -- it was for- 
merly the British Columbia 
Tuherculoels-Chrlatmas Seal
Society -- now Indicates 
more accurately to the 
public the modem wider 
scope of the Association's 
work. With tuberculosis now 
p. controllable disca~, the 
present hrust of research 
funded by Christmas Seal 
dollars is centred on asthma, 
chronic bronchitis and 
emphysema-  the most 
rapidly growing group of 
diseases in Canada today. It 
is perhaps not generally 
known that an estimated 5.8 
million Canadians. uffer 
from some form of lung 
disease. 
Christmas Seal dollars are 
used not only to support 
medical personnel but to 
assist with capital  ex- 
penditures. The recent 
purchase of an" electron 
microscope for the 
Pu lmonary  Research  
Laboratory of St. Paul's 
Hospital ~ltows 
magniflcatio~ 'almost one 
million times, . allowing 
researchers  h i therto 
unavailable data. In 
cooperation with another 
agency, the purchase of a 
mobile lung function testing 
unit will take a fully 
equipped laboratory to the 
workplaces of British 
Columbia in the in. 
vestigation of occupational 
health hazards. 
The Christmas Se~! 
committee chairman here is 
Mr. Alan Sandercott of 31 : 
4619 Queannway Drive, 
Terrace. 
Concert planned 
The purpose of the Cen- 
tennial Christian School is to 
give children from Christian 
homes a Christ-centered 
education, says Laura 
Weeeies; principal ~ the 
school which wig be holding 
a special Christmas concert 
Thursday. 
There are presently 38 
students with three teachers, 
Laura Weesles, Paulette 
Proek and Harriet Van- 
derKwaak, in charge, she 
said. 
The grades taught are one 
to seven and the school is 
equipped for at least 60 
students, he said. 
"We would like to shai'e 
our school with many more 
people. Please feel free to 
call the school at any time 
for information," she said. 
There will be a Christmas 
concert at the school at 8 
p.m. on Dec. 14. There wig 
be a program of earois, 
speeches and a play to 
celebrate the hirth of Christ. 
Anyone who is interested is
welcome to attend. 
CB NEWS 
Hi again everyone, it's that 
time again, so let's~ just 
carry on and see what we 
Can put together for this 
week's news. 
Seems to be that time of 
year when everyone is 
having their annual 
Christmas parties and the 
GRS BBC was no e~cepllon. 
Sunday afternoon was a 
festive time for all active 
members and their 44's when 
they held their Xmas party 
downstairs at the Sandman, 
with approximately 22-- 44's 
and 27 adults taking it in. 
Starting it off was the 44's 
themselves by putting on the 
tree the decorations he-she 
made, after which they all 
sat down and enjoyed their 
lunch of hot dogs, fruit 
punch, ice cream, cake, 
cookies and of course all the 
usual goodies that follow. 
Highlight of the party was 
when Santa rrived, much to 
the delight of the kiddies and 
adults, who up until that 
time, never really believed 
in him. It just goes to show 
that it tokes the BBC to 
prove that he is real and not 
just a jolly myth. Ask the 
ladies that got to kiss him, ff 
you doubt my wordl 
Santa did a swell job of 
handing out all the gifts to 
everyone and even proved 
he could fix his toys when he 
was shown by a tw~year-old 
gaffer whose telephone came 
apart. Santa to the rescue. 
Caught SUPER THIEF 
under the mistletoe and he 
received the traditional kiss, 
much to his delight, from 
ROCKCRUSHERI 
PAPA BOOTS was his 
usual joyous self when he 
was seen teasing his two- 
yeur-old grandson, nothin~ 
carrying or possessing any 
firearm or ammunition for 
one year after he pleaded 
guilty before Judge Darrall 
Collins on Monday in 
Terrace provincial court o a 
carrying afirearm without a 
license or permit. 
Gerald Beilamy was fined 
$150 or 10 days in jail in 
default after his lawyer and 
his wife entered a plea of 
guilty, an his behalf, to a 
charge of driving with a 
bloed-alcobol level over .08. 
Bellamy was charged on 
July 15 after he was involved 
in a single vehicle accident. 
His license was 
automatically suspended on 
Monday. 
Edward Kennedy was 
fined $200 or 14 days in jail 
after he pleaded guilty to a 
charge of impaired riving. 
Kennedy said he was driving 
a friend home because the 
mou had been stopped 
Itor by police and told not 
to drive his car. The other 
man was standing beside the 
truck when police warned 
him not to drive, sald Tom 
Bishop, crown counsel. 
Paul Todoruk was fined 
$508 or 90 days in jail after he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
driving with a blood.alcohni 
level over .08. Judge Collins 
noted that it was Todoruk's 
second offense involving 
drunken driving and said he 
deals more horeldy with 
second offenses. 
Scott Forsyth was lined 
$200 or 14 days in Jail after he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
impaired riving, 
Mirosl~e Lueic was fined 
$200 or 14 days in jail after he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
unpaired riving. 
Larry Ganley, William 
MoRse and Lor Ann Gainley 
were each fined $250 or 30 
days in jail after they each 
pleaded guilty to charges of 
possession ofmarijuana. 
The three were charged on 
Dec. 10 when police 
discovered they were using 
house .  
Sheds Gordon, Douglas 
Seymoxw and Allan Gcr~,~n 
w,re each fined $75 or seven 
days in jail and placed on six 
months probation after they 
each pleaded guilty to 
charges of causing a 
disturbance by shouti~g. 
An RCMP officer had 
asked Sheila Gordon to pick 
up a beer glass she had 
dropped on the sidewalk 
when Seymour and Allan 
Gordon started shouting at 
the officer on April 26. As a 
result of the shouting a brawl 
was started, said Bishop 
Terry Burton, age 19, was 
placed on one year of 
probation after he pleaded 
guilty to a charge of 
possession of stol,.- 
property. Burton was ap- 
parently scan taking a w~ ~'~t 
from a drunk who ::.;,d 
passed out in front ,~ t~:e 
Terrace Hotel in September, 
said Bishop. 
Roddy Sampari was fined 
$100 or seven days in jail 
after hepleaded guilty In a 
charge of fishing for herring 
when no tabs had bean Issued 
on the commercial fishing 
vessel he was on. 
He was charged on March 
9 near Bells Bells. Sam- 
pari's defense was that he 
was unaware he was fishing 
illegally. 
I 
WEATHER 
I 
The cloudy weather and 
snewflurriee today are being 
caused by a weak weather 
system moving eastward 
across the province. 
This weather system has 
brought with it an onshore 
flow which will continue to 
produce cloudy skies 
tomorrow. 
with DINO 
like trying to add harmony to 
the crowd. : .  
Doer prizes went to B.A. 
Storey; Bill Wellwoed, Black 
Falcom and BLUE 
PHANTOM -of Prince 
Rupert. The aftoruaon ended 
on a promising note when a 
wee one was caught with his 
pants down, so to speak. All 
in all, being that it turned out 
such a success, I'm sure we 
can look forward to more of 
the same in the future. 
Had a coffee with one of 
ourl8 wheelers that haven't 
been on this run for some 
• time now and to all who 
remember him, BLUE 
BUSTER passes the good 
numbers, Good old GOLDEN 
HORSE even pepped in long 
enough to say Hi and to let us 
know he's still around every 
once in a while, 
We find that ODDBALL is 
going to be leaving us shortly 
I 
to bask in the sun in that far 
away place that some know 
. as Hawaii. I haven't rightly 
figured out yet if we should 
wish him a good time or a 
good sunburn, the way he's 
rubbing it into us poor folk. 
Oh well, come summer we'll 
sea some sun toe and we 
don't have to go thousands of
miles to find it. 
To Ray and Irene, we 
sincerely hope by the time 
you read this that you have 
Santa convinced that now is 
the timeto give out C.B.'s as 
a present. Just about forgot 
that Ray's handle is 
SCROOGE, or could he. 
O.K. folks, time I backed 
out of here and went 10-7 for 
the night, so to all of you, 
have yourselves a good 
week, take care and don't 
forget to keep smilin'....3's 
for now, 
_ .  Warm to 
¢ We have Boots, Shoes and sl;ppere in 
Every Style Imaginable. 
es2.z244 OI1T OENTRE eaz.zz44 
the Skeena rlding, Jim 
Fulte~L r~ently atf~cked a
Liberal '~ug~estion that more 
be.of may have to t,e ira. 
ported into Canada. Fulton 
slammed the recom- 
mendation made recently by 
Warren Alimand. and in- 
stead pr~)p~ed that the local 
beef industry receive further 
supporI 
"The wholesale dumping 
of offshore beef into Canada 
must hi: slopped," said 
Fulton. "Rather than?report 
increased quantities of 
foreigr, ~,e.~f as recom- 
mended by V,'az ten Allmand 
last week in Regina, we 
shoIfld be forging ahead wi'J~ 
researeb and development 
hero at h~me," stressed 
Fulton " 
The hr,.q i~dtlstry is one of 
the biK~est s~I~le industries 
m Carmd~ ted,y, Fulton 
said' It is ~ renewable 
resource ind.strv Umt i.~ 
ideally suit:,d .*n ~he 1mid and 
climate in many areas of our 
conntry. C~ttlemen deserve 
a consistent nations! policy 
that allows for long-term 
herd and farm development. 
"My contact," s~ld Fulton, 
"with several respected 
Smithers area cattlemen 
confirms that he dm~ping of
offshore bc ;..t ::~ detrimental 
to the industry." 
policy would provide 
Canadians with an abundant 
supply of nutritious and 
fairly priced beef, the far. 
mar with a reasonable in- 
come (which in turn would 
strengthen family farms and 
rural communities) and aim 
at making the best use of our 
"Such things as the fixed 
(:r~ts of cow-call operations 
have not received ap- 
propriate consideration from 
the federal government," 
said Fulton. As farm real 
estate and operating costs 
rise, many families and 
communities are caught in 
Fulton concluded by 
saying that if our food 
dollars are to provide us with 
high quality, low cost foods 
we must return a greater 
portion of those dollars to our 
primary producers and also 
give them proper protectiou. 
Cousins hits air plan 
"The present Trudeau 
government's airpolicy has 
resulted in poor service at a 
high = cost to the Canadian 
traveller," complains Rod 
Cousins, the Progressive 
Conservative candidate for 
the federal riding of Skecna. 
The P.C. party's policy of 
encouraging more com- 
petition between ational air 
carriers and increasing the 
number of r6utes available 
to regional carriers, is ex- 
tremely attractive to all 
Canadians, Cousins aid. 
"Increasing the number of 
routes available to regional 
carriers would be of par- 
ticular benefit to us in 
Skecna riding where we are 
heavily dependent on air 
travel that is both costly and 
could stand general im- 
provement in service." 
~\  I ".'. "" 
Looking For A New 
Place To Try? 
WHY NOT HECTOR'S AT THE LAKELSE, 
TRULY A QUIET RELAXED AT- 
MOSPHERE WITH A VERY SPECIAL 
MENU TO GET THE TASTE BUDS EX 
CITED. FOR EXAMPLE WHY NOT TRY 
THE TURNEDOS ROSSINI FOR THE 
LOVERS OF FINE BEEF OR SCALLOPS 
FLORENTINE FOR THOSE WHO LIKE 
SEAFOOD. 
WHATEVER YOUR LIKES IN GOOD FOOD 
ARE YOU WILL FIND THEM AT HEC- 
TOR'S. 
For Reservations Please Call ..... 638.81al 
WEODING RECEPT IONS 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
BANQUETS 
CATERING 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
Cousins went on to state, in 
a recent press release, that 
by loosening the totally 
unrealistic restrictions on 
charter and other low cost 
packages the Canadian 
traveller could also obtain 
some of the benefits that his 
American counterpart is 
now enjoying. 
"The Conservative party 
believes that the Canadian 
Transport Commission 
should be empowered to 
ensure safe reliable air 
service for Canadians, not to 
stifle competition as it has 
been doing," Cousins said. 
This move toward more 
competition is not a 
statement of lack o/ con- 
fldence in Air Canada, states 
Cousins, but a belief in Air 
Canada's ability to stand on 
its own feat in a competitive 
environment. By bringing 
more eompetitiou into the air 
industry, Cousins aid he is 
confident hat all parties, 
and especially air travellers, 
wig benefit. 
under  
new 
management  
EAST SIDE 
Grocery 
& 
Laundromat 
Proprietor 
STU OOTTERILL 
636-2104 
4438 Lakelse, Torraoe 
• i i • 
(•  : ! 
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Rock music 
doesn't soothe 
Have you ever heard of 
'payola'? Do you believe 
it exists? 
I am referring, of 
course, to the practice, 
believed to be common in 
the sixties, of paying disc 
jockeys to broadcast 
certain songs and musical 
performances. 
Perhaps it died out, 
along with sit-lea, bun- 
the-bamb, flower power 
and other idiocies of that 
decade. 
But I wonder, when 1~ 
hear on my radio, a 
proliferation of 'modern' 
discordant tapes, 
broadcasting mindless 
words and music. 
If this musical fare he 
papular, then where are 
those people who enjoy 
classical, western, jazz 
and blues, to name just a 
few alternate types of 
music? It would seem 
that their wishes do not 
count and we are 
reverting to the jangle. 
I am not suggesting 
that we should hear only 
traditional music. Far 
from it. I would like to see 
a varied program, with 
something for everyone, 
t~mSSibly divided as to 
e, for the listening 
pleasure of different 
classes of people. I well 
remember 'The Scandy 
Hour' and 'Old Time 
Music', of yesteryear. 
Many of us simply tuned 
in the programs we liked 
and then turned the set off 
afterward. We were net 
forced to listen to musical 
garbage hour after hour. 
I am tak l l~ up a 
collection for a local disc 
~lm~Y. He ia |o Pore" that 
to me tbo mm~e 
tape every day, in such a 
way that I can set my 
watch by the tune that is 
playing. So you see, I am 
going to give him a new 
tape in self dofence. 
And I won't pay him to 
play it. 
Light side 
of the news 
FARMINGTON, N.M. 
(AP) -- Forecaster Linda 
Peed didn't have to rely on 
weather instruments o tell 
KIVA.TV viewers about he 
cold that gripped the 
mountain community--it 
was inside. 
The station's heating 
system failed Friday 
evening and temperatures 
inside the studio plunged to 
minus-t6 .degrees Celcina by 
the 5:3O p.m. news and 
colder during the 9 p.m. 
broadcast. 
Anchorman Richard 
Draper delivered the news 
bundled in a thermal ski 
jacket, sportscaster Dale 
liar=sen wore a full.length 
c~rduroy coat and Ms. Pecd 
w~m wrapped in a double- 
li~ed, ft+r-eolisred coat. 
"Sure is cold in here," 
Draper said as Ms. Peed 
began her forecast. 
But Farmingten's Channel 
to newscasters were in good 
spirits. "You think it's cold 
record of all the clothes he 
funk--every necktie, shirt 
and pair of slacks. The total 
came to about St,000 in six 
months. 
Then in 1971, he turned to 
Christianity, prayer and 
Bible study. It was then, he 
said, that he realized he had 
to atone for his pest. 
He visited several stores to 
pay for items he had stolen, 
then screwed up his courage 
and walked into Sailors, the 
department s ore where he 
had worked. 
"They were real shocked," 
Wilson said. They "said a lot 
of people had sent money in 
after stealing something, but 
this was the first time they 
had ever had anybody come 
i n , "  
Wilson set up an account 
and paid in $I0 or $15 every 
couple of weeks. Last 
Tuesday, he dropped off the 
final t,15. 
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Ray Jonis chaired meeting 
Gitksdn- 
Sol Sanderson, vice. 
president of the Saskat- 
chewan Federation of In- 
dians, warned the delegates 
to the Gitkpan.Carrior Tribal 
Convention in Kispiox 
Friday to be wary of 
government moves to induce 
natives to organize along the 
lines of the municipalities. 
Sanderson, speaking at the 
conclusion of the two-day 
meeting, charged that the 
federal and provincial 
governments were trying to 
extinguish the treaty fights 
of the native peoples. He 
outlined how the Saskat- 
chewan ative orgainzation 
was trying to counter this by 
establishing a bureaucracy 
along provincial lines. 
The 37-year-old native 
leader, who is elected chief 
of the Jamesmith reserve, 
said the goal of the native 
people should be to continue 
the spirit and intent of the 
original treaties. Sanderson 
said their forefathers had 
certain objectives and that 
those are what the natives 
should continue to strive for. 
Those goals, which San- 
derson described as separate 
economic, political and 
spiritual status, were under 
attack then as now by the 
government. He said it was 
the responsibility Of native 
leaders to guarantee the 
Bill Blackwater re-elected ,... 
Carr ier  get the message  
ouL~ide? YOU should be in 
here," Draper quipped to 
viewers. 
More than one viewer 
called uring the newscast to 
tell the three to go home and 
get by a warm fire. 
BURLINGTON, N.C. (AP) 
-- Store mandgers didn't 
~elieve it at first, but the 
money kept coming in $5 and 
$10 batches. Debts they 
didn't even know about were 
being paid off. 
" I t  was the right thing to 
do," said Lucius Wilson, a 29- 
yearold teacher at BrsadloM 
Bible College here who got 
religion and turned his 
wallet and hi= life inside out. 
There was a time, Wilson 
said, when he didn't do the 
right thing. 
in 1967, he was voted best. 
dressed student at Williams 
itigh School. After 
graduating that year, he to~ 
a job at a department store 
and "developed this system 
of helping myself to 
clothes." 
But, Wilson said, he kept a 
ongoing title of the Indian 
lands. 
Sanderson also said the 
government is trying to 
extinguish the basic in- 
dividual native rights of 
hunting fishing, gathering 
and exemption from 
taxation. 
To combat he deliberate 
moves of government to ake 
away these traditional In- 
dian rights, Sanderson said 
Indian government is 
needed. He described hew 
the Saskatchewan 
organization started from a 
splinter grcup and now has a 
structure and bureaucracy 
which parallels the govern- 
ment. He said this was the 
only way to deal with a 
bureaucracy. He described 
how there was a cabinet and 
a Senate of elders. The 
senate has veto power. 
"They have only used that 
veto once," Sanderson said, 
"but they have turned a lot of 
things hack to us to do bet- 
ter." 
Sanderson also told the 
group the federation has a 
youth wing and that they 
take an active role in affairs 
•of the organization. 
"We now have a political 
structure and can speak with 
the authority of our people," 
Sanderson said. 
Sanderson told the 
representatives of the eight 
However, the Italian 
Cultural Institute in New 
York City said that In at least 
one Italian dialect, "boon" 
can mean sexual at- 
tractiveness in women. The 
signs came down Friday. 
Chamber President 
William Hawkins said the 
banners were among ones In 
20 languages that are going 
up before Christmas. 
"As you might expect, one 
or two of them were not 
correctly spelled," he said. 
"It's an insignificant thing." 
The new Italian signs will 
say "Buen Natale," which 
the chamber says is a more 
widely accepted spelling for 
the holiday greeting. 
REVERSAL  
local bands which form the chief who has to farm 35 
Githsan-Carrier tribal group percent of the time can't do 
that his organization ow his job." 
influences 17 seats and hopes Sanderson said the 
to influence 25 by the next Saskatchewan nat ive 
election, peoples were looking at a 
The federation of kind of protectorate status'to 
Saskatchewan I dians, a guarantee that there would 
group which represents he 
68 reserves in that province, 
is working toward 
establishing a Indian legal 
system under an Indian 
government. He said they 
were also working on an 
Indian banking system and a 
program of Indian resource 
development. 
Sanderson', who charged 
that the Indian affairs 
department was fostering 
deliberate, administrative 
confusion to help extinguish 
Indian rights, said that'tha 
government wouldn't make 
money available for these 
projects and proposals to set 
up an Indian oil company 
and get involved in hydro 
development, sothe natives 
were going to the provate 
sector for funding. 
The group was looking for 
government funds to 
establish their political 
system, however. Sanderson 
said they were requesting 
money so that chiefs and 
hand councils would he able 
to work full time. 
"Part time chiefs are no 
good," Sanderson said. "~, 
A happy ending 
TORONTO (CP) - -  performed hundreds of suffered as much as his 
Douglas Wiesen-Todd is a vaseciomtes--inoluding his mother did." 
$2,000 baby. own--says he realized the Todd chose not to have a 
"Before Diane and I got chances of a successful general anesthetic because 
reversal using ordinary 
surgery were only 30 per 
cent. 
But under micresurgery, 
with a 25-power magnifying 
device and almost invisible 
thread to stitch together the 
tiny, spermcarrying vas 
deferens tube, chances of 
successful reconnecilon are 
at least 90 per cent. 
"Finding the fight doctor 
for the job took a lot of 
research," says Todd. 
'+There was no one In 
Toronto doing this. type of 
micreeurgery at the time." 
Since his own surgery, 
Todd has performed more 
than 30 micro-reverasls in
Toronto, mostly on men over 
30 who are starting their 
second families. 
"Usually a man decides on 
a vasectomy when he'a 
married and has had a 
family," says Todd. "Then 
the marriage breaks up and 
hie second wife wantl 
children." 
Of the operation, Diane 
says, "Douglas is one of the 
few babies whose father 
he wanted to watch and learn 
the procedure. 
Under local anesthetic, he 
watched Silbor make a tiny 
incision in the scrotum, cut 
off the damaged ends of the 
spaghetti.like vm tube (one 
onehuedrndth of an inch in ' 
diameter) and sew the tiny 
ends together with barely 
visible thread. 
"It was a gruelling two 
hours, but it was just as 
tough for Silber," Todd 
recalls. "Microsurgery is 
one of the most demanding 
prooedura doctor could 
learn." 
After the operation, Todd 
refused tostay in hospital for 
the usual one-day recovery 
period and went to a hotel, 
where be bad to apply Ice 
packs to ward off swelling. 
He was allowed no sports, 
showers or sex for some time 
JW aargery. 
lPlv~SMonth-old Douglas is 
rite To~k' reward for the 
ordeal, Now they are 
thinking tf having a second 
child. 
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. married, 1 made a promise 
tAP) -- New "Merry that we'd try to have a child, 
Christmas" signs in Italian no matter what the cost," 
willbegoingupondowntown seysfatherDr, lainTodd, 46, 
iampposis today. The a Toronto nroingist and past 
originals, it turned out, president of the Ontario 
didn't say quite what they Medical Association. 
were supposed to say. Nine years earlier, he had 
The original banners, put a vasectomy after having 
up by the Chamber of four children with his first 
Commerce, said "Bona wife. He thought hat ended 
Natale." his chances of fatherhood. 
But in April of last year, he 
made a $2,000 trip to St. 
Louis, MO., for a vasectomy 
reversal performed under 
microsurgery by Dr. 
Sherman J.Silher--a pioneer 
of the technique. 
"Afterwards we drank 
champagne in the motel," 
says Diane Wiesen-Tndd, the 
32-year.old mother. 
The celebration soon was 
justified when she became 
pregnant seven months after 
"the operation. Douglas was 
born in July this year. 
"it seems miraculous," 
says Diane. *'Sterilization is
the most permanent form of 
birth control there is." 
Todd, a specialist who has 
be no further erosion of 
Indian rights. He said that 
Indians would have to define 
the degree of sovereignty the 
wished to have, municipal 
or provincial. Sanderson 
accused the federal and 
provincial governments of a 
policy of assimilation. 
The governments ore 
moving the Indian people 
toward a municipal style of 
government, Sanderson 
said. He said this was a move 
to deprive Indian people of 
their rights to land. 
To support his charges 
that this move would leave 
the natives in a position 
where they would be com- 
peting with cities and 
municipalities for money 
and be taxed with them, 
Sanderson said there wece 
documents indicating such a 
policy. He said cbages in the 
"British North America Act 
were being discussed, 
changes which would hand 
the responsibility for native 
affairs over to the provinces. 
Sanderson said the coming 
~truggte would be one of 
municipal government as 
opposed to Indian govern- 
ment. He said what the 
Saskatchewan native people' 
wanted was a doctrine of co- 
existence where there would 
be both Clear and shared 
jurisdiction between federal. 
provincial and  Indian 
government. 
Sol Sanderson speaks out 
OIL  SP ILLS  . i+. 
Canada a leader 
OTTAWA tCPI -- A 
team of Ottawa scientists 
say they have shown 
Canmh, is a world leader 
in finding and identifying 
oil spills. 
Itesearchers from the 
Canada centre for remote 
seusing were invited 
recently to test their 
equipment against their 
American counterparts in 
the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration 
(NASAl, says project 
director Bob O'Neil. 
The crews squared off 
at Wallops, Island, Va., 
where a series of 
deliberate oil spills were 
created on three con- 
secutive days. 
"We haven't started to 
work on the .in-depth 
annlysis of the ex. 
pertinent, but we feel it 
went really well," O'Neil 
says. 
The showpiece of the 
Canadian contingent was 
a l)C-:t flying laboratory 
stocked with $1.5milllon 
worth of computing and 
scanning equipment, in- 
eluding a laser 
fluorosensor which the 
centre hopes will soon be 
ready for commercial 
production. 
A Convair 580 carried 
another $1million worth 
of computers and scan- 
nine devices. 
"The goal of the over- 
all experiment was to see 
how the different systems 
eonlpared with each other 
under standard con- 
ditions," O'Neil says. 
"What was valuable 
from our own point of 
view was lhat we bad an 
oil spill arranged so we 
could do the work in a 
methodical fashion." 
0'Nell says that while 
the U.S. model is more 
researehoriented there is 
more difficulty in in- 
terpreting the data pro- 
duced. 
By comparison, 
Canadian equipment was 
simpler and "was a good 
SUCCESS."  
The Canadian device 
projects light from a laser 
on Io the water below the 
aircraft and analyses the 
reflection to determine 
whether there is oil. 
The trick is to make the 
answer a~ simple as 
Ixi.~sil)le SilyS O'Neil. 
The perfect system, he 
says, would bail down all 
the information and allow 
someone to look a t the  
screen and say "ev- 
erything that is black is 
water and everything that 
is white is oil." 
The fhiorosensor is 
being developed under a 
federal fisheries and 
environment develop- 
ment contract with the 
centre for possible 
detection of Arctic oil 
spills. 
"The goal is to' 
demonstrate hat Canada 
has a good thing and to 
help get Canadian in- 
dustry into a position 
where they can market it 
overseas," he says. 
"Canada has one of the 
foremost remote sensing 
units in the world. In 
terms of an airborne 
program, ours is second 
to none. People come 
from all over the world 
every week to see our 
centre." 
In a test earlier thin 
year, the team wassont to 
find the source of a small 
natural oil seep in Scott 
r Iniet, N.W.T. 
I . 
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Those city pets pose 
a particular problem 
LONDON (Reuter~ --  dogownerwhofailedtoclean r m. How to ad~ess a dog 
~ome of the world's major .up after their pets. • . about o attack has not been 
dries are going tu the dogs-- But the law created its own spelled out. 
Judglngbytheprnblems they problem. Many elderly In Rome, authorities have 
pose for street cleaners and "people, finding perpetual unnouneed various plans to 
postmen. . * cleanups to arduous,, establish, dog parks and dog 
• Increasingly, city dwellers abandoned their pets. The toilets or ban dogs all 
are dmhfing the adage that result has been an increase together f rom the city 
dog is man's best friend ns in packs of stray dogs centre. But nothing has been 
theyworry and fume over roaming the streets, dane because of lack of 
{he canine propensity ofoul In West Germany--whei# funds, bureaucracy and the 
struts and parks and sinl~ 2,-300 postmen were bitten fierce oppositen of dog 
their teeth into postmen's last year--there is nt least owners. 
l e~.  , 
Even the ~t-lovingBritish 
have become noticeably 
edgy over the fact that in 
London alone, four tons of 
dog excrement has to be 
scraped from the streets 
each day. 
And last 'y~r, more than 
4,4}00 British postmen were 
attacked by dogs., One 
postman i  Nowcastte-Upan- 
'ne claims to have been 
tten 1,000 times in his 20- 
year career. 
. In New York, apart from 
postmen, two per cent of all 
children between the ages of 
five and nine have suffered 
dog bites. But the streets, 
isng a trap for unwary 
walkers, have become 
ASli~tly safer since August. 
new city law went into 
effect, imnesing fines on 
one deeply satisfying case of 
the ~bitsr being bitten. A 
postman sank his molars 
into the neck of a dog that 
had attacked him. 
Despite this "example of 
man bites dog, the West 
German post office advises 
flmt'thebest defence is a fast 
pair of legs, 
In France, the post office 
is equally convinced that 
relations between its .men 
and the c&ntry's dogs are 
not all they should be. The 
biting score last .year was 
discouraging-digs 3,-000, 
postmen 0.. 
he French have" started 
training their postmen to 
know their enemy. • 
Beware, they are told, of 
silent dogs. If cornered, they' 
should face the animal 
squarely and talk softly to 
There are at least 150,500 
stray dogs in Rome, ac- 
cosine to official statistics. 
One official said only 
~,000 dogs were registered 
at the tax office: 
"The majority of owners 
just won't pay the tax so they 
don't register their dogs." 
In Genoa, the municipal 
authorities are threatening 
to bring in a law which would 
impose a $60 fine on dog 
owners .who fail to clean up 
after ~eir  pets. 
In aapan, one out o~. 5o 
postmen is bitten by a dog 
every month, the Posts and 
Telecoumunications 
Ministry reports. A survey in 
1975 showed that 1,400 of 
Japan's 70,000 delivery men 
were bitten every mouth. 
It's a.hard life for animal 
and man., 
• .~. - • ,~ , r  
HEALTH 
DR. BOB YOUNG 
I I I  II _ , . . _  
"He is a nice old fellow but 
his mind has gone." "She is 
no trouble but she is pretty 
confused at times," 
When people lose their 
memory, fail to recognize 
friends or familiar objects, 
become disoriented, and are 
no longer able to learn, they 
are said to have den~entia. If 
they are older ~he term 
senile dementia may be 
applied, sometimes unfairly. 
There are at least 50 
diseases that can cause 
symptoms that fit our 
definition of dementia. While 
it is true that about one half 
of older patients with the 
problem will have a specific 
disorder known as 
Alzheimer type dementia, 
which is not reversible, the 
remainder may be suffering 
from a variety of other 
diseases. 
As many as 20 per cent of 
eases of dementia may be 
due to diseases that can be 
readily and .effectively 
treated. Over one ~ifof  the 
50 conditions that are 
associated with mental 
function ~ieterioratlon can be 
treated. 
Surgical, medical and 
psyehiati'ie illnesses are 
f, ossible causes of poor 
mental function. Blood clots 
or tumors in or near the 
brain may respond to 
surgery. An underactive 
thyroid gland and pernicious 
anemia re among causes of 
dementia that are easily 
¢r .eated med ica l ly .  
Depression, delirium, and 
psychotic behavior are 
psychiatric problems that 
can mimic dementia. 
Until recently it was felt 
that 'hardening of the ar- 
teries' of the brain caused 
dementia. This seems less 
likely now as it is known that 
there is little correlation 
between the amount of blood 
vessel narrowing and loss of 
brain function. 
Complete blockage of 
blood vessels in the brain is a 
different matter, and 'small 
strokes' (as well as large 
ones), cause the death of 
brain tissue and lead to some 
degree of dementia. 
Theporpose ofthis column 
is to palni out that not all 
people thought to he 'senile' 
or 'demented' need be so 
permanently. Sometimes the 
nice old fellow's mind can he 
revitalized, and Grandma's 
confusion can be cured. 
The Jamaicans don't want 
to get their snakes back 
MRR~ VALLEY, Ont. 
(CP) -- This small Prince 
Edward County village is the 
world centre for Jamaican 
boas, but the government of
the Caribbean island is far 
from imp/'cssed, Jamaica is 
ignoring all overtures to re- 
introduce the endangered 
species to its homeland. 
The Reptile Breeding 
.Foundation bought its first 
Jamaican boa for $,500. At 
that time, anywhere up to 
$1,000 was the going rate for 
the rare members of the 
constrictor family ~, whether 
the reptile was bought from 
a zoo, a snake fancier, or on 
the lucrative black market. 
But foundation director 
Tom Huff and his crew 
became so successful at 
• l~ceding these snakes that 
they now are~'.suPit'lying 
Jamaican boa#~tb'=z~!~d'~ • 
he rpt o log fS~S~r~6)  ~ 
charge. 
A 197I survey on Jamaica, 
Huff says, showed that there 
were no more than 60 
'Jamaican boas on the island. 
"Tbe~ were no in. 
An exper t  
talks,about 
i Alexandrite is a two- 
color stone and is a form of 
chrysober ly  (meaning 
[p~lden i Greek). The most 
interesting quality of the 
alexandrite is that it is a 
dark .sryen, in daylight and 
red.wolet in artificial liglit. 
The gem is named for Czar 
Alexander II because it 
was first found in Russia 
on his 21st birthday in 1830 
and its two colors - green 
and violet - were the no. 
tional colors ol Russ! ~. 
111¢ desan ~drlte'ls ot color in due to the 
fact that it sbserbe .n 
i ~ .  o! l~t  except r~dl nd lnr t  of ~e  =d green. I 
Bh~ and 8~e~n ere =mmg. 
I~.dm r~lin day~t ~dl 
|~vo_ it it~ daytime ¢oforl 
l i l l  ~ is 
i ml .=ong~rl 
We are expe,~ .in the[ 
care and selection o! gema.I 
See us for all your needs.If 
ternational laws protecting 
them then," he says, "and 
blaek-marketei's had been 
taking them out by the 
dozens, when they could find 
then,." 
A century ago, man in- 
,educed the mongoose to 
Suspects that even fewer 
• than 60 would be found now. 
At the foundation building,' 
a completely enclosed 
structure now holds 305 
Jamaican boas of varying 
ages and sizes. 
Huff is understandably 
Jamaica. Prior to that, the proud of his group's uccess. 
Jamaican boa I~d no natural, The centre exists primarily 
predator. After the for the study and possible 
mongoose ~had eliminated 
several'sp~i~S of lizards, 
birds and other snakes, it 
turned its attention on the 
Jamaican boa~: pushing it 
close to extinction, 
Huff says no recent figures 
on wild boas are available 
but, given the Jamaican 
government's reluctance to 
act to protect them, he 
p~...r~ti0n of endangered 
zeplil~. ,..~ 
In Britain'scientista h ve 
been successful in breeding 
Jamaican boas using the 
foundation's methods, 
developed over years of trial 
and error. 
"These snakes are har- 
miess to people," Huff says. 
I Murpr ieee  
at the 
HUB 
New Hard Cover Books for 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
Kiddies books - New low 
~. rices on China & Giftware 
SAVEMONEY ON 
OHRISTMAS 
FRIDAY . . . ,  7 p,m, to ? 
s  ast 
Woo"u liUtttttaS sieves ~1S10 
,~ .~ LdMp$ -SStS ANTIOUES k~l.ltltotS 
*$~ DISTIIESS MEROHANDISE 
OOME AND JOin THE EXGITEBIEHT FRIDAY AT 7 p.m. 
YOU NAY OONSlilH YOUR GOODS FOR AUOTIOli 
OH VIEW MEROHANDISE OH HANg 
EVERY DAY O:OO e.m. to 6'00 p.m. 
FRIDAYS O:OO p.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
OONVERT NO LONGER WANTED ITEMS TO OASH 
• ~.  • ~ ~ 
, ] ' / /~ :~/ i  
~ ,~ "~,~ d 
g;r;/ ,6 ~. = 
JEWELLERS LTD 
632-2171 
216Ci W Centre Kltlmst, 
Terrace Auction Mart 
636-3936 
3333 APSLEV ST, TERRAOE 
ABOVE FREDS FURNITURE 
4434 Lakelee. Avenue 
I I I 'l • 
63§4936 
. . . . . . .  I I I I " 
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You can fancy up 
the old winter boots 
' TORONTO (CP)  - -  Laat 
year's winter boots can be 
dressed up this year with the 
latest in 'accessories--boot 
jewelry. 
Snappy gold chains, spurs 
and stirrups are guaranteed 
to add pizzazz to leather and 
suede, whether old or new. 
Wear them around the 
ankles of your boots to dress 
them up, dress them down or 
to give them a whole new 
character. 
elegant effect for evening. 
These latest accessories, 
most manufactured in 
Canada, .cost about St0 a 
pair. 
Helen Mindell, sales 
representative for Kamron, 
a Mentrealbased company 
which is making the jewelry, 
says she has sold about 4,500 
pieces in the last month. 
She said that a heavier 
piece should not be worn on a 
small elegant boot. Instead 
A leather strap with a gold choose a fine chain, double 
spur around the back adds a chain or an identification 
cowgirl flavor ~ to plain, bracelet. 
simple boots. A fine gold Ms. Mindell said a chain 
chain around short, high. with a stirrup is appropriate 
heeled boot s creates an for a lintY any ~ot.  
Since adorned boots will 
draw attention, you'll 
probably want to keep yours 
in the best possible condition 
this winter. 
Leather boots should be 
sprayed heavily with an all- 
protectorproduct at the start 
of the fall season, and edges 
and seams hould be waxed 
to prevent leaks. 
Once heavy winter 
weather begins, it's a good 
idea to spray and wax your 
boots every week or two, 
depending on the nastiness of
the weather. This treatment 
should prevent salt stains. 
A suede protector should 
be. used at least onc_e a week 
~ PHONE 636-3092 
Harness and Shoes Repair 
Shoe Sales, Work Boots 
Logger Boot Repairs, Skate Sharpening 
= 
• . .  '~  
HOT CLARK STREET TERRAOE, B.O ~" 
• '} . .  , . . .  
6 . . . . . .  • . 
Extra 
Money X 
Be 
a 
Paper 
Carrier 
I I I  
636-6367 
I I 
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Kids 
Letters 
to 
SANTA 
Olosing I)ate for Letters is 
§ p.m, i) e  mber 15th, 1978 
"Mail To"' 4 
S nt, 
c/o ?erraoe/Kitimat ~-~ 
i)aily Herald 
3212 Kalum St., 
Terrace, B.O. 
RULES 
1. Letters must be written by the child in his 
or her own words with the exception of Pre- 
Schoolers. 
2. Only one letter per child. 
3. All letters will be published in the Christ. 
mas letter supplement with the Christmas 
Carols. 
4. Prizes awarded by draw. 
5. Supplement to be published 21 December, 
1978. 
6, Contest closes December 15 at 5 p.m. 
(Letters arriving late do not qualify). 
7, Letters must contain Name, Address, and 
Phone Number, Age, 
8. Pre-Schoolers, Primary & Elementary 
ONLY Qualify. 
9. All letters will be forwarded on to the North 
Pole after the Draw. 
~ ,==!i i 
X \~. 
P 
4~ 
• • 
Civil servant  awar  ] 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Thomas ' outside the federal civil commission; and David given names ' '  and 
Shoyama, deputy minister of service. Suzuki, a zoology professor background material on 
finance, has been awarded Members of this year's at the University of British each candidate. The winner 
$5,000 for outstanding committee were: Paul Columbia. was chosen by secret ballot, 
achievement in the public Demarais, president of _" . . . . . . . . .  he said. 
service in 1978. Power Corp. of Canada Ltd, ~unocn saia today mat . 
The prime minister's chairman; John Bulioch, Shoyatna, a native of Shoyamajoined the public 
office said in a statement president of the Canadian Kamloops, B.C.; and deputy service in 1948 with Central 
today that Shoyama, 62, was Federation of Independent minister of finance since Mortgage and H~sing Corp, 
selected for the award-- Business; Frances Perry, of 1975, was chosen from. 30 He has served as an 
presented annually under Summers ide ,  P .E . I . ;  public ::ervanl.s nominated assistant deputy minister of 
thepublic service's incentive Dorothy A. Richardson, from within the civil service finance and deputy minister 
award plan--by a five. assistant director of the during the year. . at the energy, mimics and 
member committee from Alberta human rights Committee members were resources department, 
YOU CAN 
ALWAYS 
TELL A 
"BEST 
SELLER" 
The entire family reads it. 
And, why not? There's 
something for everybody 
in the classified pages in 
DALLY HERALD 
Whether you're buying, 
selling, renting, leasing, 
looking for a job or 
services, you're sure to get 
quick results from the 
classified pages! 
~.  
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j q  
I cali 635.6357] #aiJy Herald 
0 
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,0 
? 63§-2769 W' ' -  ~o  ~ 635-2769 
2nd Look is primarily a makeup studio in which we not 
only apply makeup to the custom,,~,r, but also teach the 
art of makeup. 
1. Ear Piercing 
2. Brow Arching 
3. Nudesse Hair Removal 
4. Facials 
5. Wigs & Related 
Accessories 
OUR OTHER SER~I~$, 
include 
6. Wig Servicing & Cleaning 
7. Exclusive Fashion 
Accessories 
8. Elarlcyl Products for 
Cellulite 
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT WITH A PROFE$$|OmAL MAKEUP ARTIST 
Agnes Marn/ Br~.  Sonya 
0 
O 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
Perfect )'or the woman in your  tile! 
O 
Ii'  i'il hilold S'PO RTS] 
• SHORT i [ T AwK Ec Ss poOoN SPORT 
H Sunday afternoon's performance is any 
indication, the Terrace Timbermen have a long 
way to go before achieving equality with most of 
the rest of the PNWHL. The players have the 
potential to stay with just about any team in the 
league, but the team seems to kill itself time and 
again by coming up with stupid mistakes at the 
worst possible time. 
One of Terrace's biggest problems is their 
power play, or rather a lack of one. Last Wed- 
nesday, for example, they were behind the 
Kitimat Winterhawks 3-1, and still very much in 
the game. Kitimat was playing two men short, 
and Terrace had an excellent opportunity to get 
back on even terms. Instead, sloppy passing in 
their own zone enabled the Winterhawks to turn 
the penalty situation against he Timbermen, 
and score themselves. 
In Sunday's 11-5 loss to the Luckies, no fewer 
than three of Houston's goals were scored with 
Terrace njoying aman advantage at the time. 
Even in Saturday's 4-2 win over the Fraser Lake 
Barons, one of Fraser Lake's goals were scored 
while the Timbermen had a man advantage. It 
'almost seems as if the other team has the upper 
hand when a man short. 
One of the first things they teach a young 
'defenceman is to play the man instead of the 
puck. In the case of most of Terrace's blueline 
corps, it seems to be a forgotten lesson of late, 
especially Sunday against Houston. Time and 
time again, Timbermen defencemen tried to 
pokecheck the puck away from onrushing 
Houston forwards, only to be made to look 
somewhat silly aRer these same forwards had 
skated around them for a clean attempt on net. 
More than one Houston goal was scored Sunday 
as a result. 
Take away the shorthanded goals, and the 
goals that resulted from playing the puck instead 
of the man, and Terrace would have been right in 
the game, and possibly may have won it. If all 
the Timbermen were to play up to their poten- 
tial, they would be a much better team, and 
would be a lot higher in the standings than their 
present 7th place position. 
In all fairness to the Timbermen, it should be 
noted that this year's Terrace ntry in the PN- 
PNWHL.STANDINGS 
MONDAY - DEC. II 
TFAM WON IA)ST TIED (; F (; A PTS 
Burns Lake 13 8 
Vanderhoof I I 6 
Prince Rupert I1 6 
Houston 10 8 
KIUmat 10 6 
Smithers 9 9 
Terrace 4 I I 
Fraser Lake 2 16 
GAMES LAST WEEK 
i 169 108 27 
0 99 95 22 
0 !14 61 22 
2 133 78 22 
0 99 90 20 
1 99 95 19 
0 52 112 8 
0 44 170 4 
GAMES Tills WEEK 
Dec. 12 -- Terrace at Kitimat. 
Dec. 14 -- Burns Lake at 
Fraser Lake. 
Dec. 16 -- Kitimat at Fraser 
Lake, Prince Rupert at 
Vanderhoof, Terrace at 
Ilounton, Smithers at Burns 
Lake. 
Dec, 17 -- Kit imat at 
Ilouston, Prince ltul~rt at 
Fraser Lake, Terrace at 
Smithers, Vanderhoof at 
Burns Lake. 
Dec, 6 -- Kitimst 7 Terrace 3, 
lJec. 7 -- Burns Lake 8 
Smithers 7, Iiouston 13 
Fraser Lake I. 
Dec. 9-- Ilouston 9 Kitimat :1, 
Prince Itupert II Burns Lake 
5, Terrace 4 Fraser Lake 2, 
Vanderhoof 7 Smithers 6. 
Dec. I0-- lhmston I I Terrace 
5, Prince Rupert ? Burns 
Lake 0, Kitlmat 12 Fraser 
Luke 2, Vanderhoof U 
Smlthers 2. 
WIlL is almost like an expansion team. Very few 
of the players have played together in former 
years, and most come from completely different 
areas altogether. Other teams in. the league, 
such as Prince Rupert and Burns Lake, have 
been playing together for years, and this makes 
a big difference when it comes to playlng like a 
team. It takes time for players to get to know 
their teammates moves, and get to that point 
where one can pass to a teammate without 
looking, knowing that teammate will be in a 
position to pick up that pass. Many of the Tim- 
bermens passes lately have been picked off by 
opposing players, nullifying scoring op- 
portunities, and creating chances for their ad- 
versaries. 
The Timbermen have had games where the 
defence has played well but the forwards did 
nothing. Other games it was the forwards who 
excelled while the defence lapsed. Sometimes 
they have spectacular goaltending, sometimes 
the netminding is a little suspect. They've ven 
had a couple of games where they've put 
everything together and surprised the op- 
position. The Prince Rupert Kings will testify to 
that, having lost to Terrace 7-3 in November. 
Sunday's game against Houston was just the 
opposite. The Terrace team played well in the 
first period, and stayed with Houston for most of 
the second. The Luckies cored two shorthanded 
goals in the latter half of the middle frame, 
though, and the Timbermen just sort of gave up. 
Their third period effort was lacklustre to say 
the least, and one could tell their hearts weren't 
in the game. 
Terrace's problems lie mostly in little things, 
mental mistakes that a review of hockey fun- 
damentals by the players might overcome. If the 
Timbermen eliminate a lot of their defensive 
lapses, drop their nasty habit of allowing the 
other team to score when shorthanded, and 
forecheek a little more aggressively in the of- 
fensive zone, the team would improve con- 
siderably. They have the potential to do these 
things, and only time will tell if.they live up to 
that potential. 
tD ,. 
I lhi* ( : , i l  k i ( | id l l  U i i l l  ~ I i¢¢d II1¢11 
l l i r l i l i n  I l l  I I ' i l i l l  l i t  I l ib.  Ihi ik** 
NO I 
i 
I~* I l l  V*NI, 
" I  w i l l *  
I It ' l lt .  
Ottawa shakeup ? ~. , , , ,u . ,o ,  information a Military 
"There are a lot of things 
to consider," he said. "This 
in a period of ass~.-~smcnt." 
Clair's two-year contract 
expired at the end ,if the 
semson and Waters would not 
say whether Clair will he 
offered a new on~. 
Speculation has Rough 
Rider vice.prc.,sident Jake 
Dunlap moving into the 
general mnnagcr's p~ition 
with (,*lair being offered 
nnotber assignment with the ' 
club. '~" 
Career Counsellor will be in Terrace 
at the Canada Employment (',entre 
(in Wed. Dec. 13th from 9:00 to 3:00 
I'M. Ask about the Feb. Ist dlJadline 
for ItOTP" University applications. 
~.~.~_~b! THE 
(YI'TAWA (Ci') .. Frank 
Clair's future as general 
manager of Ottawa Rough 
Rldam was clouded Monday 
by speculation his contract 
will  not be renewed, If that 
happens the team mlKht also 
lose head coach (;serge 
Ilrancato. 
Allan Waters, owner d the 
Canadian Fimtball I~ague 
club, was  not prepared 
Monday to say that Clair will 
cantlnue as general 
manager. 
Quick-Silver Delivery 
Terrace & Thornhi l l  
7 
O0~" 
bA 0 ,,tteo ds I 
5A 
'S 
1-6 ,- ,  Ottle 
re /On. .  ~'L ""ties 
• nUr~., ~at. 
SERVICES 
LIGHT DELIVERIES 
638-838T 
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Brewed for extraflavour, extra smoothness  and  extra taste 
• satisfaction, John Labatt's Extra Stock is our newest premium 
qual i ty  product .  You'll find it smooth  and  mellow going down. 
Founded by John  Labatt  in 1828, andstill owned by 
Canadians, Labett's is p roud  to in t roduce  John  Labatt's Extra 
Stock. It commemorates  our  150 years of brewingfine, quality 
beer  in Canada. It's truly someth ing  extra . . ,  fo r  our f r /ends :  
• ~, ,  ~ , i "  . " , ~ 
Held Once a Week  From November  30 - December  19, 
for Water  Jugs, Ant i -Freeze & All  Weather  B lankets  
WINNERS OF DRAWS WILL BE ANNOURCED IN THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DALLY HERALD EVERY FRIDAY, 
3 MAIN PRIZES 
TO BE 
DRAWN 
,Primus 
2-Burner Stove 
• Martin Heater 
Aluminum 
Griddle 
Oeco   when presenting this coupon, 
DRAW HELD AT NOON 
il Canadian Propane, 
I CANAal}IANJ Gas & Oil Ltd. 636-2920 
4616 KEITH IVERUE 636-3396 
i I ~ 
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YES, WE P IDE 
Carpet 
Your 
Honlo  . . . 
Example: 
Approximately . . .  $2,000.00 
Payable one year at absolutely 
No Financing Charges 
New January .plan.? 
TORONTO (CP) -- The diques and New England But NHL president said an 
National Hockey League Whalers of the WHA and a expansion proposal would 
expansion committee may possible new (ranchise at the need approval by only three- 
have: its plan for absorbing New Jersey Meadowlands quarters of the NHL 
five Wor ld  Hockey sports centre, members, 
Association teams ready by 
about mid.January, NHL 
, president John Zingier saidlates Floridagovernors,MondaY.Thb xpansionlastNHLweek'meeting °ardturnedproposalsthe°fin I N H L  S T A N D I N G S  I 
over to the advisory and 
expansion committee 
composed of Ziegler, 
William. Wirtz of Chicago 
Black Hawks, Jacques 
Courtois of Montreal Montreal 
Canadiens, Seymour knox of Los Ang 
Buffalo Sabres, William Pitts 
Jennings of New York Detroit 
Rangers and Emile Francis Washing 
of St, Louts Blues. 
Ziegisr told reporters inan Boston 
informal meeting Monday Toronto 
that the expansion com- Buffalo 
mittee's job now involves Minnesota 
talking with each NHL club 
to try and reach a concensus 
on how the expansion should Islanders 
proceed. Rangers 
He acknowledged that Atlanta 
there remains opposition Phila 
within the league to the 
expansion proposal which Chicago' 
would bring in Cincinnati Vancouver 
Stingers, Edmmton Oilers, St. Louis 
Winnipeg Jets, Quebec Nor- Colorado 
NHL 
Wales Conference 
Norris Division 
W.. L.. T. ;F. .A. .P 
18 6 4 114 74 40 
13'10 3 105 83 29 
9 13 6 100 t06 24 
7 13 8 89 101 22 
7 17 4 83 128 18 
Adams Division 
17 5 6 120 92 40 
13 13 4 98 97 30 
9 10 8 80 81 26 
9 14 3 76 93 21 
Campbell Conference 
Patrick Division 
17 4 5 119 77 39 
15 8 4 197 76 34 
16 11 2 115 95 34 
15 10 4 98 80 34 
Smythe Division 
10 10 6 82 92 26 
12 14 2"94 100 26 
6 19 4 89 139 16 
4 20 5 76 131 13 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(S3§-3680) 
Paroel Piokup & Delivery 
Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs -- Recliners -- End Tables -- 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
/MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
* m m m m m  a m  m m m m  m u m  m m m m m o u n m n m ,  
District of Terrace Only 
Scoring 
leaders 
i 
National Hockey League 
scoring leaders after Sunday 
games: 
G..A..P 
Lafleur, Mti. t8 26 44 
Dionne, LA 21 20 41 
Chouinard, Atl. 16 23 39 
Federko, StL. 12 27 39 
MaeMillan, Atl. t3 25 38 
Sittler, Tor. 16 21 37 
Trottier, NY I 16 21 37 
McDonald, Tar, 14 2t 35 
Bossy, NY.I 22 12 34 
McNab, Bos. 17 17 34 
Barber, Phe. 15 19 34 
I ~_~ USE 
in V i:':':':':"::""" !i / ~ ~  N0t listed in 0ur ... .~:.e:~::::.:.~.u:~:~.~::e.~:~:~:~:~:~:~:.:.:.~ i il! 
! i~  B.C. Tel Directory. !i 
:i!&./.,~r,~@}) Quick-Silver Delivery- 638-8387 "ii 
i i !~  ~L~,~ AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL-,3S.'~040 i~ 
R i:::~ ~,~ DIAL-AN-ORDER 632-3483 iii enovate :  ,,, tA / ,=  ' r ,=  TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 635"3300 ii!i 
::iii • w ~ ~.*  aLl S eLAte, m.m~ :.::~ 
• ilii L i s te  d ...s ,,,,,,, 
iiii Terrace Dog Grooming -- 638-1720 ili 
Custom '1--'~ - I K,tch.en [ Bathr.oom i!:: ~ r ~  I Free- for ONE month courtesy of THE iiii 
KITCHENS- I  , ii!i I I~md' lV .  DAIEYHERALO " iiil 
• - ..i~ Z~i,.~ Approx,mately I Approximately iiii If you wish your Business Phone ~ l~r  h ~ i~rLml  ili 
:':; " I I  :':' ' '  ' ' " ..... :!.: listed for your customers please call ~ . l~q l~ ~l~q l l~  :~il 4 ~:~: ~.Z ,~ $2,ooo.oo I $ ~,ooo.oo 
~ Approxlmately" 
s3ooooo LEASING 
L 
Table Saw 
for Dad 
Again, No Interest for One Year 
and Once More 
No Money Down 
NOTE: ON APPROVED CREDIT ONLY! 
Albert & McCaffery 
IRLY ) 
BIRD Pr ince  Ruper t  Ter roc~ ,~i: C .  
Cew Bay INOEPEH~ 480S West Hwy. H, RETAIL LUMfllU~ .~ • vAnr~ ~ 6~7-1336 c!-race, B.C. 
SKEENA MALL 
Contact 
Audrey Barker 
at the 
Lakelse Hotel 
638-8141 
DECEMBER I1, 12, 13, i978 
liorthwest Realty Inc. 
747 Bute St., Vancouver, B.C. V6E 1Y2 
Phone 112-688-8531 
TERRACE-KITIMiT i 
housands 
/ 
JERUSALEM (AP) -- 
Tens of thousands of 
mourners flied past the flag- 
draped coffin of former 
prime minister Guido Meir 
on Monday, bidding her 
farewell before her burial 
among Israel's military and 
political heroes. 
Mrs. Meir's body lay in 
slate outside the ornately 
carved doors of the main 
entrance to Israel's 
parliament, the Knesset. 
President Yitzhak Navon led 
the first mourners, a small 
group of relatives and 
friends, past the bier when 
the gates to the Kncnset were 
opened Monday morning. 
The 80-ycar-old Mrs. Meir 
died Friday after a lS-ycer 
battle against lymphoma, 
which she kept secret in her 
years as prime minister 
from 1968 tO 1974. 
The crowd, with many per- 
sons dabbing at tears, lined 
up outside the Knesaet under 
overcast skies and oc- 
casional rain. Women's bags 
were searched and the men 
frisked before they were 
allowed to enter the p.laza 
SECOND 
SECTION 
mourn Golda 
and view the coffin, raised on 
a catafalque between two 
fiery torches. She will he 
buried today. 
Lflnmn Carter, President 
Carter's mother, lead the 42- 
member U.S. funeral 
delegation, which included 
former U.S. state secretary 
Henry Kissinger, govern- 
meat officials and American 
Jewish leaders. U.S. State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance was 
scheduled to attend the fu-  
neral before returning to 
Cairo to resume Middle East 
peace talks with Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat. 
Reading a message from 
the president, Mrs. Carter. 
quoted her son as saying: 
"Mrs. Meir dreamed about 
peace for Israel. 
"'This is what I have been 
struggling to achieve ... this 
peace will be a wonderful 
memorial.'" 
"She was as much an 
American as an Israeli," 
said Rabbi Harry Epstein, 
who recalled the former 
Milwaukee "schoolteacher's 
visits to Atlanta, Ga., as a 
fundralser. 
THORPE LA WYERS SAY 
Fair trial impossible 
MINEHEAD, England can there he a fair trial?" The liar, Sir David said, 
(CP) - -  Jaremy Thorpe's He estimated that was the state's tar witness, 
lawyer appealed to prosecution witnesses former Liberal member of 
mag is t ra tes  Monday to received about &250,-000 Parliament Peter Bessell, 
throw the murder- ($575,000) so far for books, who flew from California to 
conspiracy case against he articles and interviews and give evidence. "Mendacity 
former Liberal eader out of several may receive more, was ooging out of every pore 
court on. the grounds of bringing the total to about of Ida body," the lawyer 
inadmissible evidence. &SO0,000 ($1.15 million), asserted. 
Sir David Napley also The mental case, ac- Besnali was brought to 
maintained that the case cording to Sir David, was Minehead with immunity 
against Thorpe, 49, is based former male model Norman from prosecution to tell the 
on the evidence of a liar and Scott, 38, who claims he was court he once heard Thorpe 
a mental case. He argued seduced by Thorpe in 1961 say that killing Scott would 
that Thorpe should not have and that a homosexual ffair be no worse than shooting a 
to stand trial, followed. The politician is 
The three magistrates are alleged to have plotted sick dog. 
to decide possibly by today Scott's death to avoid a Scott also gave e~a'ence 
whether Thorpe should major public scandal, and described in graphic 
appear before a judge and Sir David computed Scott detail his alleged seduction 
jury. to a man in a mental in- by Thorpe. The politieinnhas 
Sir David also attacked the stitution who might say he 
British press, which has was "the king of Siam and 
offered key witnesses large that he ' had had a 
sums of money for their homosexual relationship 
stories, and asked: "How with the kaiser." ~_ 
Pass queried _ 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The free transportation poten. 
Consumers Association of tially decreases the revenue 
Canada wants a list of every of a carrier and thereby 
person who obtained a free could shift the cost of 
rids on any Canadian airline 
for the last year, 
It made the request 
Monday to the Canadian 
transport commission. 
The association sa id  
members of its organization 
became concerned about he 
matter after it was disclosed 
that some government 
figures, including Alberta 
Premier Peter Longheed, 
accepted free airline passes. 
"It has been pointed out 
that the practice of giving 
providing such tran- 
sportation to other 
passengers by way. ~ fare 
increases," says me a~o- 
ciation in a letter to the 
transport commission. 
It adds that the practice 
"could tend to bring the air 
industry into disrepute 
because some might in- 
terpret the free passes as 
attempts to favorably 
predispose certain public 
figures in the carriers' 
favors." 
• strongly denied the 
allegations. 
Scott had made allegations 
of various kinds against 
many people, the lawyer 
said. "Mention a name to 
Mr. Scott and he will make 
an allegation." 
The state contends that 
Thorpe and three other men 
had plotted to kill Scott more 
than nine years ago. 
Thorpe, Liberal leader 
during 1967-76, did not give 
evidence, nor did his fellow 
accused: David Holmes, 
John Le Mesurier and 
George Deakin. 
The charges on conviction 
carry prison sentences ofup 
to 10 years. 
Hundreds of police and sol- 
diet's armed with rifles lined 
the streets and watched the 
snaking line of mourners 
from the Kuesset rooftop. 
Witnesses estimated 10,000 
fried past in the first hour 
when the gates opened at 10 
a.m. Monday. The coffin was 
to remain on view through 
the night until 6 a.m. today. 
Four Kn~set guards tood 
at attention near two 
military chaplains who 
softly chanted psalms. 
Attendance at the 
graveside was being 
restricted to about 400 
guests, but the ceremonies 
were to be shown on Israeli 
television. 
Mrs. Muir, who led Israel 
through its crisis of the 1973 
Yore Kippur war with Egypt, 
was to be buried in a section 
of the national cemetery 
called The Plot of the 
Nation's Great on Mount 
Herzl. 
After a memorial service, 
Mrs. Meir's coffin was to be 
taken in a military 
procession to the cemetery 
for burial next to Levi 
Eshkol, whom she succeeded 
as prime minister upon 
Eshkors death in 1969. 
Theodor Herzl, after whom 
the site is named and 
founder of the World Zionist 
Organization, is buried there 
along with Vladimir 
Jabotinsky, who broke away 
from standard Zionist 
organizations to fight for the 
creation of a Jewish state. 
Treat Your Horse To A • WarmChrlstmas . ~ 
HORSE BLANKETS " 
• SADDLE PADS ' 
Sadd les -  Bridles & Accessories 
The Howard Jackson's Place 
6 Nilus from Hwy. 16 on 636-5617 
Old Lakoho Lake Road 
Body snatchers admit 
guilt in bungled theft 
VEVEY, Switzerland (AP) 
- -  Two refugees testified 
Monday that they acted 
alone in stealing the body of 
silent screen comedian 
Charlle Chaplin, but a judge 
hinted the body snatchers 
might be protecting a third 
person in the bungled ran- 
som plot. 
Roman Wardss, 24, of 
Poland, and Bulgarian.horn 
Gancho Ganev, 39, admitted 
their guilt in the scheme, 
saying they had hoped the 
March 1 theft would cam 
them a share of the reported 
$100 million the world-fa- 
mous comedian left his 
family. 
Wardas said he was the 
man who called the Chaplin 
family home and family 
.lawyers over a t0-week 
period to negotiate a ran- 
som. He was arrested in a 
telephone booth while 
making a ransom call. 
;.';.,~*..;.';:;,~'*~.~::.',',.,.~ ~:;~*~*~*~;~`~;~`~`~;~***~*~**~;*P;~;~a;~;*aa;~; 
Thank You 
The Rotary Club of  Terrace 
would like to take this 
opportunity to thank the 
doners to our recent Radio 
& TV Auction. 
Special thanks goes to the 
students of Mr. Giesbrecht 
and Mr. Powers classes at 
Caledonia High School. 
Your many donations made 
this auction a great success. 
The Terrace Rotary Club 
@ 
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SUMMER SESSION OOURSES 1979 
The University of British Columbia is able to offer the following courses in the 
summer of 1979 in Whitehorse. 
However in order to secure the services of the relevant instructors the University 
requires preliminary estimates ofenrollment by the end of 1978. 
Department Course No. 
English Educ. Ed 478 
English Educ, Ed 489 
Undergraduate Ed 487 
Studies 
Undergraduate Ed 479 
Studies 
Reading Ed 305 
Geography Gee. 101 
Science Educ. , Ed 309 
Reading Ed 475-477 
Description 
Introduction to Teaching 
English as a Second 
Language (3J 
Applied Linguistics for 
Teachers (3) 
Recent Developments in 
Elementary Education (3) 
Crons-Culturai Education 
(Native Indians) (3) 
Curriculum and Instruction 
in Developmental Reading 
in the Elementary School (3) 
Geography (3) 
General Science (3) 
Diagnosis and Remediation 
in Elementary Reading (3) 
University Study Skills-- John Webb 
Information regarding dates can be obtained from: 
Mrs. Celia Dowding, 4Nisutlin Drive, Whitehorse, Y.T., 667-5187 
i m a  m m m | m | | | | | a m m m m  m | m m m | m m | n m | | m m | m  
Please return the following form as soon as possible to Mrs. Celia Duwding, 4Nisutlln 
Drive, Whitehorse, Y.T., YIA 3S5. 
Name 
Address 
Phone Number Postal Code 
I am interested in attending the following summer school courses to be held in 
Whitehorse during 1979: 
I I I I  
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Red cross donated  
Maureen Doyle, Red as the Commissioner for Rod Cross National 
Cross Emergency Ser- thd B.C.-Yukon Division, Contingency Fund and is 
vices Co-ordinator, B.R. Howard, looks on. designed to provide 
receives cheque from The cheque for ton special relief for 
President Gordon Squire thousand ollars is from Terrace's flood victims. 
'ru 
and we have a honey ~. ~, .<.  ., ~ 
of a deal for you... : ~ , . . . . . .  . ,  
You bet we willZ When it Domes to getting around in 
the snow, just take a look at there beautiee. They've 
got the get up and go you need! 
1978 FORe THUNDERBIRD ¢TnR 
V.6, Automatic, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control qFF IVVV 
1977 OHEV BELAIRE . daOR 
4 Door Sedan V8 auto, P.S., P.B. Ip 'm'vvv  
1977 MUSTAN6 
3 door V-9, 4 speed, T roof, stereo 
1977 BRONCO 
Explorer 4x4 V.8 auto. 
$5595 
$6895 
1975 F250 SUPER i)AB 
V-8 Auto Tran. Canopy, S5495 
1974 FORD FIO0 PIOKUP 
302 V-8, Auto Tram. 
1972 DODGE YAH 
VU, Auto 
$3495 
$2395 
1977 CAPRI 3 DOOR 
VU, 4 Speed, Low Mileage $5195 
1976 6RANADA 4 DOOR 
V8, Auto, P.S., P.B. $4795 
1973 TORINO $2695 
2 Door Sport Coupe, V8 auto, Radio 
1972 VOLKSWAUOH OAMPER VAN 
4 Speed, Raised Roof. 
1972 FORD F250 PIOKUP 
V8 auto trams. 
1977 18' SANGSTER 
165 H,P, Mercury inboard nuflsoard. 
Toilet - Depth Sounder, 
$3695 
$2395 
$10,600 
hay load trailer. 
On-bee Radio. Like new condition 
i 
Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd, 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
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PRUDEN & OURRnE(,..LTD. 
1ERRAi)E'S COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVli)E 
SHOP FOR FURNITURE are a good source for can test the frame and the wba'tisthemostcomfor~ble th  upholstery material and 
INSIDE OUT manufacturer's informatl0n effectiveness of the for you. You may prefer thecorners ofarms and back 
on furniture construction, cushioning materials. You these mater[sin that offer a should ~ smooth. 
When shoppers look for fabric wearabil ity and should not be able to feel the dawn-•oR feel compared tO 
new furniture today, they no furniture care. With upper part of the frame with these that provide more firm By applying these tests of 
longer base their  buying upholstered furniture, it's your baCk. When you wiggle support, a well-made sofa you should 
what's inside that counts, while sitting on the sofa, it 
s 
I he able to choose from many 
decision on fabric, or color 
i even design. They go right to You don't need an X-ray should not feel shaky or Run your hand over the different styles within many 4040 taknlso Avenue , 63§4142, wantthe heartto kn0w°f thewhatmatteris inside.and manufacturer'smachine when youcatalogueShOp. A wobbly or make noises, armSmakeandsurebaCkit is ofwellthepaddedsofa to different price ranges. 
| 4 LIGHT INDUST~tlAL -LIGHT INDUSTRIAL BUILDING LOTS I~ Today's budget conscious should he available with ' Next, apply the sit test by with inner cushioning. No If you have any questions 
l iSTS  PROPERTY - 2 HOUSES THORNHILL consumer is after quality drawings to show the methed gently bouncing up and hard edges should be felt. on furniture, please write 
I Located just souttt oz Looate~ on helm Avenue Attractive sulodiviston just and comfort as well as of construction. With quality down. The springs should Look carefully at the fur- enclosing a self-addressed 
fashion excitement. Trillium furniture, frames are made carry you up and down with nlture. If the workmanship s stamped envelope to The off Krumm Road in 
Sanders Welding onKalum west of Kenny Street, the Thornhill which is Awardwinnersofferthisand of seasoned .k!ln .dr!ed ease.. Sin...ce the~ ~ .dif. sloPl~...outside., you .can. he ~TrWlum Aw~dBoCe;tre. fo~.r 
Street he property has two property iS over  al l  ac re  ~ta,,alnn;,a fnat mitt* nt  am.z,  q~il l l , ,m m~nR va lue  ha wod Joints in me arena mn matermm l o r  sore  It IS no Defter lnslue,  eurmmre,  r .u .  .oo, emm 
Iota facing Kalum Street end has two 0mer n.ouses . . . . .  v.-e . . . . . . . .  ," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  rd o • ng 
and 2 facing Evergreen cur rent ly  rent ing ,  tractive homes. Lots are for your furniture dollar. Tho f rame.should be tightly sea.tceshions, y~.shouldtry. Wel.ts should__~_.,stra_~h~ ,Airp,.~tRoad,ltMjiasmanga, 
Street. All lots are 60x120 Property is serviced by available for houses or award, judged by secureu wits uoume woooen various types unto you usa sewmgmr~us snomu mntt:o ~,tazzv, ~--  ,--., 
!ft. and there is an older sewer and water on both trailers in designated knowledgesblepeeple in the pegs and reinforced if • • 
areas Prices range-from industry, is presented to needed with p.lywood or I pnkot i~ l~ l  l ~ ~ - ~  
constructionrental houseshopand 20x60a frameft., theKelth aed Pohle Avenue l a r e a r .  Land is fiat, f/900 to f~500,'  are serviced Canad ian  fu rn i tu re  glued tr iangular corner lU I l i l l l i~  II I I I l ~ _ i l l l l l ~ ~ ~ ~  
with a rental suite on the lightly treed and could be by a private water system, manufacturers for blocgs. = 
upper floor. Ful l  price subdivided. For further paved road, have good achievements in design, Unie.as.asof.a~wellma. d  ~f~[~d ' l ln l [~t [  k~a~, lT iWS TO HELP YOU 
~5,000 or Iota could be information call Rusty drainage and are lightly production and marketing, onthems.toe.,ztwt.usoo~lsee " ,w~v,~rm-= ~.  ~• . . . .~  , . 
When shopping for its goo~ Joet~s on me outs . . . . . . . . .  
purchased separately. For upholstered furniture read By sitting down ned pushing I 'uumg Wal ls /O WOrK 
further iuformatlen phone 
Rusty Ljangh. all the tags attached to back as far as you can The largest sin~le lement 
furniture in the stores. They against he sofa back, you in  room decor are your 
1973 Noble Mobile Home. =,.mm~,ffi~=ffi=ffi~,ffiffi,ffi~mm~~& wails. They are what you 
12' x 68', 3 hdrm. Located in ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~  ~'  ~,M see first when you enter n 
Terrace Trai ler Court. ~ r- ~ -~---~nn~,,,uen~ ~ room, and can be thedomi- 
$13,000. ~ ~ DOUGLAS 18~1 ,~/llllltMt~l • sating factor--drawing at- 
~.--.-..--.----------- ~ '~. .  ~ . . . . .  , , . . .  ~,"__ , 'L~eA~ZS~eo~o~ tention toward or away 
EIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT . . . . . . . . .  " Jm~l l l  ~'\ It,,nAIMIMI:L . ~ ~ , from the room's arehitee- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  WITH"OUSE '~"  I ~ ]~"~ REALTY  . turai features and altering 
_-- . . . . . .  I W\  \_1\ \ am, the illusion of size and :. • Louated on Keith Avenue urano new name mea(m I A ~.~n x , s . .~  ~ . 
i -  sa l sA - - J im this 3 bedroom home he• centrally to schools and I ~ ' ~  Ikit~, ~ shape. . . . . . . .  r s A ~. ~. • Before you decide wheth- . . . . . .  hardwood floors, oil fur- maturing quamy ca -  ~ ~-"  
paling, fireplace, ensnite ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  nace heat, laundry area • er to give them plain paint, 
. . . . . . .  l e g324721 _ molding trims, cloth or wall- 
~ M I ~ ~  and mud room. The is t [ s60  pmmmng,, pa.. tIO. OOO.rs tO I ~ v ~  m • paper  coverings, you  shou ld  
DELUXE HOME x 390, has access from rear stmoecK, Ammnlum e ~ - -  e e on our al • s in • d cid y go by 
Offering so much en- Pohle Street in the rear, a siding, 3 bedroom.r t~e ~ I • ~ answering the following 
joyment for the family, garden area and some seal windows ano auacn I ~ ~ questions: 
1585 sq. ft., 3 bdrm. with outhull_ding.s.. For viewing carport. House is well I - -  OkVE $ERRY • 1. Is the room large or Rooms designed by Alexandra lSames 
constructed, Is heated by  • e32.442e smalP optional 4th. Delightful ,~hone ttust~ Ljangh. - -- " ~ " ~ "~  con I _ ' • • SHEETS CAN DECORATE EVERYTHING-furniture, 
living room, corner !~ '~m~. ,~,d~L '?~' i - -  r~mraJ gas ano m _" I • _ ~ __ If one room opens into windows, tables, folding screens, pillows, and even walls. 
fireplace, large built-in ~ ~ ~  cretebasementisinsulsted I A OFFICIALBLOCKBRO$.ASSOClATEDEALER5 • another, you may want to 
nook in kitchen, 20'x24' IP~ *.~..~'~!::~k~,~ and gyprocced to the floor. I ~ KITIMAT • . .~  create an illusion o fa  uni- 2. What Will be the 
carpeted rec room. 34' p ~ [ l ~ ~  For viewing phone Rusty I • ~ fled whole by continuing room's use? 
kidney shaped swimming 11~/~.~~ t r ,T ] ]  Liumth. I m~, ~ your covering and..trim~L Firkt, decit]e whether it 
pool fully equipped, heated ~ , " ~ i ~  J:: ~ilS'| " ; . . . . . . .  ~ mn u,,, ia,~ ~t znow e~n.qtrnetion~ • colors into the #djoi/dng~will be for T~ watching and 
[fi ltration system, all ~ ' ~ . ~ . ~  ~IM~~~' J~.~I  • FI%'V~IS'~'Vi~Ia'gs"-$-"I2-,~)O - - -  ~.  area. Light-color~:l walls leisure activities, dining., 
i~ :a~d~;~~.~] .y  ' ~ d i ~ ,  ~tj~ . . . .  e , , . .~an leSt  1,/~ sterev.f~.9.000 . make a smai, room seem ,o,mging, or even aeomni- 
E ~ l  ~ 30 Ga~lder -~.~,000 " • larger. Dark hues reduce,the nation of these. Next, settle 
!:111 lnMMwl i i lm~"wM~J  • G4 Vista Village (excellent condition) ~k size of large areas, wniue a on me styze: ensure or e,e- 
,, !~  g=~ ~ IS'~1 ~ ,,  ~ . . . . .  v'~'~otoo Lake ~ shirred fabric covering lends gant, frilly or businesslike, 
l~ i ;~;~ '  : : i i l~ i~!~ and the property is 31ots 55 ~ ~ l  5 E-~=CB~0;l~l~St~r;e~t"'splItlevelcend°m'n'um" : ~v~er'eh~ge°fc/~lxugr~'asC:~ld'Silfl;:r';:n;:~rminedthat 
ATTRACTIVE I • ,~ w~o.  ~'--et - ~ 000 MLS m faorzc acts. as an.msmauon the style will be elegant yet 
[n~ ~ , ~ ,~ ,~ !~,~[~i  x 100ft. each. Area is zoned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  --I:~eea s' m!~ernn 
[ m ~ j ~ n ~ n  Residential No. 3 and ~UooNmG;L~oWme with 3.1 • ~]?ia~kS~r~t'(~3r~?gaM~ra~e)..5,000 ; an~a~°e~ ;'room S~moPols e' su~c~uu~ / oPrr~.a~(~ 
1 ~  would be suitable for an bedr(;oms, hardwood | • .~ Ki "^,,= Street (3 bedroom bu-oal0w) ~ can seem a .rues.. t.oo spa- colon in plain fabrics, but if 
I apartment .block. For floors, a rear family room I "" ,?_ _**,vt,~ ..o ~ c,ous. !o  ormg. it togemer the style you want is sophis, 
J, : . . . . .  . . . . .  further Ulf0rmati0n phon ~ i rep lac 'e , - - z /~ l  ~ 14~,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ana make it ,ooKdvan, z e, try ticated modern, you may Rooms designed by Alexandra 
."'"' _". "'_':~..'."..'.",' 1" I ~ H-11 V' Village texceuent nuy)-  zwo ~ modular mrniture uivioeu o,,t for trim or[so -eometric Fames I QUIETSECLUDED basement, natura~ 8apl w ' m . . . . . .  ~ , ,- o ~'  inl;o tWO seaung areas one |LOCATION ho~t 1 and xb baths and l  A _ . : . stytesinbrtghteolon. COLORFUL VELOUR 
| houses & framed barn, An 
| 1,100 sq. ft., 4 bedroom non 
I basement home with r l 
[ fireplace, attractively 
| decorated, Also on 
[property a cozy one 0-  n . , , , ih , . f i k . . . . . l l q )a r ln .m."  m terned sheets and by making overall personality. Once sheets ontoflatsurfacestike 
I bedroom home presently PRIVACY AND VIEW ... / l i q~q~lD.MMI  • ~WN~eHI  U f lRU l i lg l  l g l lV iS l ie  W Roman shades and plush you've decided on a general wallpaper, but, tint, fill 
I rented. Both homes in good Moue.rn near n_ew sp~.n / ' ~  ~ l  Ak • pillows from the same style and fabric patterns, cracks with spackling com- 
I condition and a framed meet.no.me wire 1;~ue SOl. l~ ~ ~: : i ,~  I ,w • sheets. Cotor-key the wails choose your colon. Some pound and make sure all 
| harn with horse corral. All of l ies8 area., aria a • | | , , . ,  ~ , . , . . 'A , , ,  "-- ~ to the predominant hue in cool colors, such as crisp surfaces are clean--and E l -  We Ol ios  ggswlvg .  Ires • the material, blues and greens, are goad white or off-white if you re I this for $45,000. Give Bob ~dr~ms, ,  eusu!m . 
| Sheridan a call for details., plumnmg, two tlre.p.mc.es, ~ D E N c E - - ' ~  m ~ For specific instructions for too-sunny rooms. Warm using sheets. Those stapled 
I carpeting, mrge xitcnen nut ,  st,. n~sur~. r . ,  I -,. Two-thirds o~ an Acre of I W . . . .  . . , . .  t atAtPaaNPW mmllMl•DklmMImalqlt ~L on how to make modular hues like orange, yellow and on conceal unevenness and a 
I with eating area and ~m' -home~ o. n • arrNmeaL~-rnurenuu mamtamenn • furniture and other ideas for red are "sun" colon that poor eondition effectively. 
I pantry cupboai'ds, patio ~~,-a~'aP :  ] ~ s ,m Area m~ mmum--Amumum • decorating with sheets and cheer up a dull, cold room. Light-colored sheets pasted 
I doors to concrete sundeek, ~ '~, ,~- '~-~-~ I ~ LU|  ~ill,lg@ - IN ; | l~ l .u rml~NI .  m towels, send $1.50 for the Remember, wood and natu- on tend to reveal them. The 
I attached heated garage, v-, -  . . . . .  :~.- . . . . .  .'T'PY I ~ • • macazine, "Patterns for ran brick are colas, too. . Martex magazine gives in- 
I and lower level with garage wire worxsnop, [ ] f i l l l n l  w,u IIII:I:I:IIIIIL ~I:IIVI£1: t Liv]'n~," Vol II to Marts'x, 4. Are there flaws on the structions for stapling, past- 
I bedroom, rumpus room, fenced garden and] MM v~,.,,,,-.--. , .  :=--. - - - - - . , - - - -~--  - - -  . . . . . .  v o n -n . , , ,  ~:1o AA West wails to cdveP ing andshirring sheets on 
I laundry area and storage greenhouse. Call Bob j & .  Un,nttt .  . . . . . . . . . . .  t RENTAL-  • ~':-'~" G~31822.  ' Dark patterned, kheets dis- walls. 
DOUBLE WIDE ON Pro r ' a rox imate l  Sheridan for details. ] .:...:...~.......:.......~.:.~.~.:.:.:...::::::::::::::;:;:;::.;:;~:~;s~;~.~.~*~;:~.:;~z~:~.;~;~;~;~.~:~.~.~.:~:.z~:~:.:~:~:~:~z~I~:: petym pp y • We're Number 3, we try hr ~ ......................................... '~ .. ........................... " .................................... . . . . . . . .  an acre, lightly tre , KROYER ROAD ed 
I t,ocatea near baKe~se t'aKe landseaped and has a view f a 
and ideal for someone l # o o o e o o • o o o o o o Q n ,  ~oo l  [ . . . . . . .  of the river and S coping 
icommutmg to ~mmat to Beauty range of moun- ~ b E f f i t t e r  
I work this 840 sq. ft, double tains"l~nr vlewin~ nhone _ . . . . . . . .  • ~ x , . .v  ~.* .~ . , . . . .*~ ~, . . . ,~ *~,~ ~,*~'  , . .~  . o . , ,  .,, , .  -,. ,/ %,, , , .  ~, .~*  ~, .o , .  . , . . .~  ~, . .~ '  * , , . . ;~  
I way  "°°-"/ | te wall in living and dining " PRUDEN & OURRiE AND VALUE | room, Aluminum exterior, 
I oil furnace heat and is LOW PRICED STARTER ~ - - ~  - 
I serviced by a well and HOME "TWO STORY" HOME LAUNDRY SAVES SPACE 
I septic tank. Lot is 75x200 Convenient to downtown. 2 1,) al);*rlment occupants. 
i landscaped, and a metal bdrms., non-bsmt., nice trailer Len;,,ts. small home 
I storage shed is included in living room, kitchen, residents ;rod cottage dwell- 
I the price. Full price is bathroom and enclosed ors: If yon are under ,the 
| $21,500 ... plus an a~oining LARGE HOME 8 2 ACRES porch. Located on at- impresskm that your pres~qt 
I lot is available at an ad- At Gossan Creek Sub- tractive corner 10t. Has home is too small for a 
I ditional cost. Phone Rusty washer and a dryer/there isdil :y division, 1176 sq. ft., full existing N.H.A. mortgage. 
bsmt., attached double Give Bob Sheridan a caN. good news for you. 
garage, 3 bdmns, on main, If you live in a- place 
deluxe kitchen, bright, where space is sparse sad 
sunny family room & L.R. you wish that you had room 
& D.R. Completely finished for an automatic washer and 
bsmt. with 2 bdrms., L.R., dryer, don't give up because 
kitchen & full bathroom, if you have a spare corner, 
there's a fitting answer for 
Some outbulldinp. , you. There are space-saving 
NICE CLEAN STARTER ~ : CATHEDRAL EN- washers and dryers that can 
HOME TRANCE --  NEW CON- be utilized side-by.side, or like a portable dishwasher. 
Located in a convenient STRUCTION the dryer can be hung on a Or it can be pJrmanently 
location this 3 bedroom Located in a controlled wall, mounted on a stand, or ipstalled with two water 
home is carpeted, and subdivision this 3 bedroom stacked on a rack above a inlet hoses to provide five 
renovated inside, has a home has 1176 sq. ft. of matching washer. Whirlpool different combinations of 
rear porch with laundry GREAT CONVENIENT living area, wall to wall Corporation manufactures wash and rinse water tern- 
facilities, adtl a partial LOCATION carpeting, ensuito plum- the Thin Twin% which are pcratures. It has two wash 
basement for the oil fur. 4816 Olson Ave. Betweenall bing, fireplace, eating area each a mere 24 inches wide. and tv,~ -~in speeds, five 
nace and storage. The school levels. 1176 8q. ft. In the kitchen plus a dining Since they are just about cycles ~ mr load.size 
landscaped lot is 70x122 ft. with full bsmt. 3 balms. & room, gas heat and hot 321/~.inehes high, they can water.saving selections.. It
and has some established 4th in beat., 2 bathrooms, water, a % basement and a e fit under a counter...and doesn't sound like a earn- 
trees. For viewing phone large rec room, lovely lot. cedar siding exterior. 6 rO lES  & QHLIT¥ OONSTROOTEO MOOMRM I ION when stacked, they require pact, but it is. 
Bert Ljungh, Priced reasonable, Phone Bert LJungh to view. a floor space width of only "Big" 25 to 30 inches altogether, appliance features 
Thi, lovely home i, 1320 sq. 9. with full ba,ament, only I which is small enough to fit come in these dryers, too, 
including three drying tern- 
into a large utility cabinet perature settings and a 
year old nnd like now. Two full bathrooms and on,gila. ~fyo. w*ah, A Thin Twins laundry roomy 3.,I-cubic foot drum. 
pair can fit your floor plan. One dryer plugs into an 
Walk-in ale,at in master bedroom, large living room and yo.r family and your bud- ordinary I20.volt household 
get because, although they outlet and the other has a 
240-volt hook-up for wall, 
diMng room. Impressive flroplnon with heatolator and fans. arebig inSmallperformancetn size, theYand lea-are stand or floor installation 
3 BRAND NEW HOMES IN CALEDONIA SUBDIVISION Lures, And you can choose Isuhject o local codes). 
Nesring completion -- quality construction. All the extras, NHA mortgages, natural , ' 
gas neatlng- 3 bdrm. and 4 bdrm, plans, see them wlthour sales taff, tnothor bedroom In basement and o large roe  room with yourthe wpshd,ym,~ds bocuusef(aturesanyt° el'fit mentingS°' it',theyOu'vefaet th tbee"yourla" 
thm,  washers pairs with place doesn't have space for 
JOHN CURRIE - 63$-1i1(IS 6ERT L Julia, . 63 . , . . .  fireplaoo and nearly oompleted. Legated in Woodland Park either el' two space.saving u washer and dryer of your 
EVENING BOB SHERIDAN - 45S.26~1 RUSTY LJUNGH • 6: . '~4 dryt,rs for a custom.selecied own, cheer upL,,no~ it 
PHONES DWAIN McCOLL. 635-29;r6 Subdivision. e, mip,,et combination, does, With the Whirlpool One co,vertible washer Thin Twin~ you can have a 
rolls easily to where you compact laundry space ec,- 
- ¢;i:/;~;.`~.!`~4~.~.!~4~i:~4~;:~:!:~:`~.~`;.:!:~.~...~:!:~4~``~:!:~``~`..:~4~.~:~.~:~:i~:~.::~(~:::~:::~:~.~:~!:~ .... want it to hook up to a si,k let right tq your own hum,,. 
1 i 
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FEATURE HOME OF THE WEEK 
by 
DESIGN LTD. TYNAN 
- . . : " ~ ' ~ - ' - ~ : :  . :..  . . _  . . .  . , 
.~t l  . ',~ ,," 
.% • • 
. . . . .  o . .  
i ,..,. 
[ .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  pLAN ,O .  U-30:7 
An unusually distinctive design sets this West Coast apart front the 
conventional layouts. The vaulted ceiling in the sunken living room, 
double fireplace serving living and family; rooms and the separate 
formal dining room are only a few of the many elegant features. 
The variation in roof levels and pitches provides exterior elevations 
of pleasing appearance from all vantage points. 
..... 
I .... I ...... L,_ j - I . . . .  l',"I. . . . . .  
, 
L _i ....... _ . .  
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 1292 SO FT 
| 
. ; :' ' : i  
, : .  U:I !! 
'JPPER FLOOR PLAN 993 SO. FT 
This plan can!be modified to your individual 
I 
ORDER COUPON 
TO: TYNAN DESI(~N LTD. 
13659-1O6th AVE., SURREY, B.C. V3T 2K4 
• PHONE OROERS: (604)581.5722 
HOUSE PLAN~ OVER 1800 SQ,  FT.  
requirements. 
Please send one ~et of Plan No. ~,' $8500 
i 
Additional sets to ;or=g nal" '  $15.00 each 
5 set ECONOMY P~CKAGE (includes first ~et) $125.00 
5% sales tax'(B.C.i only) 
Postage and handl!ng $ 
(If C.O.D. desired pdd $1.60) 
Total amount of cl~eque or money order and coupon 
enclosed ' • $ 
HOUSE PLAN BOOKS AVAIl.ABLE, EDITIONS 14 & 15 
Please send one of the above books (,i, $2.00 
• (circle choice) orlsend both books ~i' $3.50 per set. 
Add 50c postage ~er book. 
Cheque'or moneY',order and coupon enclosed. $ 
NAME 
.>, 
4.00 ::, 
I 
ADDRESS ! 
CITY ! PROV. CODE • 
:.:,:::~l,::,.:.,l~.?:~:4~..'....:',~l~.'~.:.:'.,l~:..:':,Ik: :: I~,'.'..'.~::.::~,'~:: :: ,'~': ================================================== ::4¢,:: :~g<.",,~,:' : ;~':: :::~" .:4i~.::;::-i~;;: ::41~: :.,I~.::.::~I,:: ' 
i 
TIPS ON HOW TO BUY A DISHWASHER 
Whether you're going to 
give it as a Christmas gift, 
or present it as a present 
to yourself, there are some 
things you should know be. 
fore buying a dishwasher. 
First, you have a choice 
to make: portable or built. 
in. A portable is practical 
for apartment living, or in 
kitchens where there isn't 
room for built-ins. Built.ins, 
which are unfinished except 
in front, tit in under the 
counter and are permanent- 
ly connected to the plumb- 
ing and electricity. 
One thing to be careful 
about is the warranty. Make 
sure you understand what it 
esys and what it covers. 
in looking over available 
dishwashers, here are some 
features to think about: 
• Diah racks that can ad- 
juit in height to accommo- 
date tall stemware or large 
platters. 
• Two 'spray arms. one 
under the bottom rsek and 
one under the top. ']['his ar- 
rangement permits water to 
reach the upper rack even 
There's No Place 
I,ike HomeI 
~ : : : : : : : ; : .  
Ilappiness is as a battier- 
fly, which, when pursued is 
always just beyond your 
grasp, but which, if you will 
sit down quietly, may alight 
upon you. 
Nathaniel Iiawthorne 
~ ~ : . : . : . . '  
Quihing is another old 
hobby that is currently en- 
joying u revival, Check if 
there are any quilling clubs 
in your area, as this is a 
hobby thai lends itself 
beautifully to socializing. 
There are also kits with in- 
structions available for the 
beginner. 
~ : . . ' . : : : : :  
though there may be big on portable modeis. 
bowls on the hottom tend- * Special Super Scour 
ing to block water on its cycle, such as is included 
way to the top. on  the Whirlpool Mark 6 
• Full-time filtering sys- dishwasher, for cleaning off 
tern includes self-cleaning stubborn grease and grime. 
filtering portion that helps The other five cycles in. 
eliminate the need for pre- elude: super-wash, which 
rinsing and a pump guard uses heated water in the 
portion to handle pits and final rinse; rinse-hold, to 
bones, if necessary, quick rinse and wash later; 
• Reversible wooden cut- china-crystal, for gentle care 
tir~ board with a juice ring, of china and glassware;rinse- 
b~:~:;'.4b:~:i:.::g,;:.:.;~,Ip::.::~l~::: ":~I, "~41  .:: ~,:: .::~I,:::.:::,I~..~ :: I,:: ~41,:: '~g':i ',:~l,:: :41,::.::4~.':L::,Z' 
dry, to freshen seldom used 
dishes{ and short for le~s 
soiled dishes. 
if you know what to 
look for in a dishwasher, 
you're sure to select one 
that's just right for the lucky 
perso n whose name you've 
written on the gift card. 
FEATURE NONE OF THE WEEK 
Olean three bedroom with attaohed oarpert, natural gas 
heat and hot water. Wall4o wall carpet in living roam. 
Large kiloton and dining area. Utility area with washer and 
dryer honk-ups. Present 1st merlgap may be assumed by 
qualified purekauer and is at e low interest rate and not 
renewable until lU l .  |skin| $|O,|UO. 
OALL WINNTNAR & SMITH REALTY FOR AN 
APPOINTMENT TO VIEW THIS EXOLUSIVE LISTING 
~:41,,!. ~:.41~. ::~i,:'.: :~II,:: ~,O':: '~l,:' ::',O:: :::41':. ::~li'.' '~I~: :41;: '.:41,:. :41,' 4~: ..'i~:'. , Ib: 
The Bedroom-  
Now It 's a Room 
For All  Reasons 
The bedroom is becom- 
ing a room-for-all-purposes 
in today's homes, as TV and 
stereo equipment enter the 
boudoir with greater fre- 
quency. As you spend more 
time in your bedroom, 
you're probably finding that 
Ihe old-hat arrangement of 
bed, end tables and dresser 
just won't do for your 
changing lifestyle. 
This is a good time to re- 
think your bedroom's func- 
t ions  and make some 
changes in its furnishings, 
and decorators are being 
more than helpful here. New 
designs in bedding now en- 
able you to transform an or- 
dinary.looking bed into a 
feminine and fanciful re- 
treat, a masculine haven or a 
comfortable his-and-her 
lounging area. (Bed plat- 
forms lend themselves espe- 
cially wcll to thc latter, of 
COU rsc. ) 
If you prefer to create a 
special lounging corner 
within your bcclroom for 
watching TV or reading. 
consider the newest pillow 
chairs, arranged with small 
floor lamps.. 
For the ultimate in relax- 
ation, install a hammock in 
a corner of your master bed- 
room, and decorate it with 
your favorite comforter! 
Watch 
for 
the 
Real 
Estate 
pages 
Tuesday 
and 
Friday 
4|11J rllUK IlVCWUC~ i cnn J tv ,% o ,v ,  vuu , wv 
I 
wirod garage and storage 
shed, in addition Is 4 
bedrooms and an enclosed 
porch, i s  available for 
120,000, Situated on a large 
landscaped lot in Cop- 
perside F, stoles. Price 
Includes .!urniture.., and 
I t  
Ilear the quiet. Modern Perf~t family home, 3 
Good family home close to three bedroom bungalow in bedrooms up and 3 
schools, shopping and secluded neighborhood, downstairs. 20= baths, 2 
recreational facilities l,ocatod on landscaped lot fireplaces plus many more 
Three bedrooms plus rec on Churchill Drive. Quick extras. Includes a wired 
room in basement. At- and easy access to town. workshop in backyard. 
tractively landscaped, 1'his lovely modern home Large lot close to schools 
large lot, Asking 146,000. hustwo fireplaces, finished and shopping. Asking 
(.'all ('hrislel, hasemenL carDerS and $19,500. For more details 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
NORST 60DLINSKI - 63b-5397 KELLT SQUIRES - 6~-7616 
NURIEL UULE - 635-2944 OHRISTEL 60DLINSKI - 635-5397 
JUDITH JEPHSON- 638-1652 ZENA FRANCIS 636-3913 
- - ~ . u u  ~ i m i l u A m P  ~ a E  IP~a4 
. . . .  i 
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TERRAOE DRUGS LTD. 
3201 galum 636-1274 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
I I 
CLASSIFIED HATES 
LOCAl. ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
imertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
l 
SUBSCRIPTIO~ 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 19T8 
SingleCopy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mail 3 mth 15.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 25.00 
By Mail 
Senior Citizen 
Skeena Ilealth Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
year45.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
year20.00 1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
whether un or not. British Commonwealth and 
Absolutely no refunds after United States of America one 
ad has been set, 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2rid 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7.=. cents pick up. 
~1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
Held at the Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
year55.00 fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Box 399, Torrace, B.C.  Please phone for an ap- 
VSG 2M9 paintment. 
Babysitters who bring 
HOME DELIVERY children must have parents 
Terrace&District written consent for im- 
Thornhill & District munlzation. 
Phone 635-6357 ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at tbe Health 
"' Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
The Herald reserves the PRENATAL CLASSES 
right to chmify ads under Classes are held throughout 
appropriate h adings and to the year at intervals for 
set rates therefore and to expectant parents. Phone 
DEADLINE 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
these who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental,  
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
instructions are received. 
DISPLAY: - Those answering Box 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to Nmnbers are requested not 
publication day, to send originals of 
documents o avoid loss. 
CLASSIFIED: All claims of errors in 
2:oo p.m. on day previous to advertisements must be 
day of publication Monday to received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
Friday. . publication. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge o.f $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
R is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in"  the, 'ad-  
Vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in- 
submitted within one month, cerrect insertion for the 
$5.00 production charge for portion of the advertising 
wedding and-or engagement space occupied by the in- 
pictures. News of weddings correct or omitted item only, 
(write-ups) received one and that there shall be no 
month or more after event liability to any event greater 
$10.00 charge, with or than the amount paid for 
without picture. Subject to such a~ertlsing. 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. Advertisements must 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
~)HONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlsing that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
I I I I 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
tloli, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
£)o You Feel You Have A 
I ~rinking Problem? There is 
help 
Available! 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
~emorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting, 10 
to ooon. Lakelse Hotel. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day care for working 
people. 
• Drop-in for companionship 
and coffee. 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
'fransportation available. 
Contact Skeenaview Lodge. 
~15.2265, 
. . _  , . 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening--6:30 
pm. - -Un i ted  Church 
basement, Kitimat, 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8388' 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternonn at 1-2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC ' 
Held at 4612 Grieg Avenue. 
Hearing tests.will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health msrse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4621 Lazeile 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those ligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No, 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SIIOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
6,15-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m, Thank you. 
'PREGNANT?' 
b~NAGER & SECRETARY 
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS 
PARTY 
O/tee again, the Terrace 
Hotel will hold their annual 
Manager and Secretary 
Christmas Party. This gives 
the managers the op- 
portunity to show their 
appreciation to their 
secretaries for the fine work 
and dedicated loyalty 
throughout the year. It is 
also a fine opportunity for 
some firms to have a 
Christmas Staff Party at a 
small oust. 
THE DATE: Wednesday, 
Dec. 13, 1978 
The Time: 12 Noon to 4 p.m. 
The Place: Terrace Hotel, 
~eeua River Room. 
A beautiful and delicious 
buffet dinner will be served, 
in the usual Terrace Hotel 
tradition and featuring 
"Aug ie ' s  Spec ia l " .  
Remember our famous 
"Gluhwein" (Hot Wine)? 
NEEDHELP? Yes, there will be plenty of 
Call Birthright for an that. 
alternative to abortion. Enterta iner :  Beautiful 
Phone 632.4602 anytime. "Anjell" from Edmonton 
Room 23,1, Nechako Centre, will delight you with her 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeens Health Unit, 
For more information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for douatinm of any 
old, broken or used pieces 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 6,15-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p,m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at ~15.3104 
Carol st 635.S!~ 
Jaana st S3S-4S03 
Terrace Downtown Lions 
and Br. 73 B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners Organization 
CIIRISTMAS PARTY on 
Sunday, December 17th in 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room at 5 p.m. All Senior 
Citizens welcome. Tran- 
sportation will be provided. 
Phone 635-2794 or ~ 635.4075 
days or evenings, or 635-7202 
days if planning to attend. 
(nc6-15D) 
/ 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will:be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at 
the 'terrace Co-op, 
December 22 from 5 p.m. 9 
P.M. AI~ ":f our friends who 
wish t~, .:~mte any crafts or 
• baked l~..,ds can drop them 
off at th ~,)ay Care Centre, 
3425 K;~m on or before 
December 22 - 4 p.m. (nc30- 
22d) 
FREE Ci~+*~.~tRENS 
Northwest 
Community 
College 
Terrace Centre 
TEMPORARY 
LIBRARY 
CLERICAL 
ASSISTANT 
The College hat tom. 
porary clerical posi,,on open 
in the Library of the Terrace 
Centre Term of employment 
will l+m Jannary 3, 1979 to 
March 31, 1979. Rate of pay 
will be $6.44 per hour. Hours 
of work will be 8:30 A.M. to 
4:30 P.M., Monday thru 
Friday. 
DUTIES: 
Ass is t  acqu is i t ions  
process: preparing or.dora 
for submission to su'ppuers, 
processing incoming+ books, 
and preparing catamgue 
XMAS SHOW 
There •will be a free show 
the Tillicum Theatre, 
Tuesday. Dec. 19 at 2 p.m. 
for children 12 years and 
under. 
No admission charge, but 
an article of food or eldihing, 
which will he donated to the 
Salvation Army, for 
distribution to the needy, 
would be gratefully ap- 
preciated. 
Tree show for children 12 
a~a!" under at Tlllieum 
TriP,Ire, Tuesday, Dec, 19 at 
2 I~-Sp .o~or~ by Terrace 
uo-op: t nco-sut~ 
Coop Storefront (Natural 
FotJ~) will he opening up in 
the middle of January 79. 
Meeting Dec. 13, 1978, 
Wednesday, 7 P.M. in the 
Senior Citizen's Room at the 
Arena. 
All interested persons 
please attend this meeting. 
(nc2-I3D) 
To 'my relatives and 
friends, wishing you all a 
Happy Holiday and a 
data for computer Input. 
at EXPERIENCE & 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Previous library ex- 
perience desirable but not 
mandatory, Applicants must 
have the ability to work 
precisely with detail and 
type 45 words per minute. 
(~.. 12,13D) 
Terrace Answering Bureau 
requires experienced sales 
person to maraet elepnene 
answering service on a 
generous commission hos~:, 
Successful applicant wm 
have had previous sales 
experience, some formal 
sales training, experience in
prospecting, setting up 
appointments and cold 
canvass ing .  E f fect ive  
personal presentor, good 
communicator, high school 
graduate and have 
automobile. Must have 
references and he bondable. 
Interviews set up for Dec. 14, 
15. Send resume to: 
Terrace Answering Service 
4603 -D Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(a3-i3D) 
PERMANENT PART TIME 
kitchen maid required for 
prosperous 1979. weekend and relief work. 
Kreisa King Hourly rate of $7.14. Job to 
commence Dec. 30, 1978. 
(c2-13D) To apply please send 
applications to: 
Mr. Gesff Harris 
Bursar 
Northwest Community 
College 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
or call 635-6511. ~a3.13D) 
Special, thanks to Rev. 
No6terud and all our friends 
fo r  their kindness and 
support for our 
bereavement, 
Mr. G. Hoilz & family, 
(pl.t2D) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3429 anytime 
ABLE ELECIrRIC LTD.- 
Electrical and Rofrlgeratlon 
contract. 
House wiring, 
635-5876 
(eft) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
Local Forest Industry 
Company has an opening for 
a mature Clerk- 
S.tenographer. Must be 
experienced with payroll, 
basic bookkeeping and 
general office routine. 
Salary commensurate with 
experience. Apply with 
resume to Box 1190, The 
Henld. (i~-181)) 
MALE OR FEMALE 
Chartered Accountant for 
medium sized office in 
Prince Rupert, Salary and 
bonus dependant upon 
prev ious  exper ience .  
Assistance moving expenses 
possible. This position is 
available immediately. For 
information and interview 
call Odd I. Eidsvik 627-1396. 
(c3-13D) 
HELP WANTED 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP A Manager is required for 
Reconditioned bikes and Snow Valley Savings Credit 
repairs. Reasonable rates. Union. This position will be 
1931Quecnsway Dr. of interest to a qualified 
person with experience in 
Credit Unions or other 
RUPERT STEEL 
& SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, glass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location --  Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
people are invited to attend. 
A forum on the Kitimat 
Valley, discussing the pros 
and cons of use for forestry, 
songs. 
Price: $8.5o per person, and 
tickets are available now at 
the Terrace Hotel or phone 
63§-2231 for reservations SPORTSMEN'S soon. 
P.S.: Wives are welcome BarberShop 
toni lit (ncl3.13D) Now Open Fridays ill eight. 
Across from Pest Office. 
3223 Emerson 
The Terrace-Kit[mat (a-(~) 
Forest Public Advisory 
Committee will be presen- SKEENACOLOR8 
ring a lecture and discussion 
on logging in the Kitimat Residential 
Valley, December 12, at 7:30 CommercinlPainUng 
p.m. at the Ranger Station in 
Terrace. All interested Phone 638-18,15 
(a j4 
f inanc ia l  ins t i tu t ions  
Knowledge in accounting, 
lending and supervision are 
a pre-requisits. 
The position offered is  
permanent and carries a 
generous fringe benefit 
package. Salary is 
negotiable. 
Please send resume to R. 
Lelbach, President, 40 
Gannet Crescent, Kitimat, 
B.C, c a10-22D) 
Position available for third, 
fourth or fifth year student In 
a medium sized chartered 
accountant's office in Prince 
Rupert, This person should • 
be on RIA or CGA program, 
Salary dependant upon 
previous experience. For 
information and interview 
call Odd I. Eidsvik. 627-1396. 
(C3-13D) 
industrial development, 
fisheries, recreation or NEEDED: Sales Person for Paper Carrier for Terrace 
agriculture will be hold on delicattesen. Must be Herald needed for the Me- 
December 10. if you are experienced. Apply at Connell area on the bench. 
interested in the fate of the Mountainview Bakery & Phone 
valley, please attend. (nc7- Delicattesen, Skeeua Mall. 635.~IS1 
121)) (aS-14D) (no,fin) 
- ' One 1976 ~bove cab height 'Must Sell' -- leaving 
RESEARCiiERS Explorer canopy top with Kitimat. 4 bedroom home on 
REQUIRED roof rack. Brant Street. Open to offers. 
1979 100 Suzuki motoreycle. 635-4306. (c15-16d) 
~or Family Violence Contact Bob 635.6391. (85- Modern 3 bedroom house for 
Project to start January 121)) , 
1979. Some background In ' sale by owner. Copperside 
area. Must be seen to be 
related work desirable. A Fisher airtight stove. Baby 
~ood, oral and written Bear Medel: Phone 635-3996. 'appreciated. Asking $38,000.: • For viewing call 635-6642. 
~ommand of the English (p3-11D) (p5-14~). 
language is required. 
I'yping is necessary and ,TASTEFULLY FINISHED 
mint have own tran- 
sports[ion. ' 5 BEDROOM HOME' in. 
quiet corner o f  town. Direct inquiries with a 
typewritten resume to: Will do fruit tree pruning. Finished basement with 
Terrace& District Phone 635-7685 after 5 p.m. bar, laundry room and 
Community Services, (ncS-TDsff) bathroom. 2 brtcg fireplaces, 
carpeted throughout. At- 
4554 LazelleAv~us [ached insulated garage; 
Fenced and landscaped.i Atten: Marie Bob 
(a2-12,13D) Phone 635-3348. (ps.14D) 
Wanted to rent: ~raoe for 
winter months to slore 
vehicle, Phone 635.2154' after 
5 p,m. (tM.stf) 
Ce~Ified welder will take a For Rent: The former Jan & 
Jan suite. I000 sq. ft. 4623 
part time job or any odd job. Wonted: size 13 winterized Lakelse Ave. Phone 635-2~t)2. 
Ex. cleanup, painting or radials and-or chains, Phone (cffn-D7) 
light repairs. Call Anare 635- 63,~9390. (p3.12D) 
2759. (p3-I2) 
Wanted to Buy: SnmH wood- Rotall or 
burning heater, Call after 6 OfflceSpace 
p.m. 798-2563. (stf5.15D) 2 stores total of 25}0 IL Can 
Copy of 15th Century Italian. Wanted: Propane or gas be separated to1400 ft  are u
harpsichord,  beaut i fm heater (small). Phone 635- in choice location on Lazelle 
yellow cedar case, hoxwoo(.l. 6672. (p3-13D) Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
keyboard, turned + beech B.C. 635-3576 or 255-1939 
stand, spruce soundboard, Vancouver. Available Sept, 
$1400. Phone 635-3996. (i)3- I, 1978. (eft 
14D) 
FORSALE! 
Snow plow with eylindar 
mount o fit any heavy duty !,O1'8 FOR SALE" 
truck. Can be'seen at Arnim 
For Sale: 5-piece Dinette. Sander's Welding. Contact Large lots on Soncie and 
Walnut finish tabl~ top. $40. Dave Eberling for more Monroe. Phone 964-4424. 
Phone 635-9351. (e3-13D) information. (p5-15) (cffn-27N) 
427 GM truck engine, 
damaged but can be 
• repaired. Needs one head 
and one 'cylinder bored and 
sleeved. Can be viewed at Sleeping room for rent. 1972 Mercedes Benz 220 
McEwan Motors Service Private ntrance, near town, Diesel, in good running 
Shop. Written offers to Box . with kitchenette. All bedding condition. New paint Job, 
186, Terrace, B.C. (c3.13D) and conking facilities sup- radial tires and tape deck. 
plied. Electric heat. Asking $16,0OO finn. Phone 
Double beds .$49 each. color Bathroom for your con- 635-6442. (c5-15D) 
"IV (26" RCA) $340. Chrome yen[once. Very reasonable. 
chairs (new) $28 ca. Dish- 635-4013. (c3-13D) 1971 Ford Custom. Phone 
washer, like new $390. Ad- 635-2060. (pl0-.19D) 
ding machine $46. Ping pong 
table $60. Phone 635-7686. 1976 Dodge Dart. Slant six~ 
(I~ISD) mint condition. 21,00 
2 bedroom apartment for original miles. $3,500. Phone 
Girl Guide cookies for sale. rent. $130 per month. Fridge 635-9390. (pS-14d) 
Will deliver. 635-3553. 635- and stove included. 
3260. 635-3294. (no-fin) WesterhofApartmenla, New 1969 Volkswagen Camper 
Rem0. 635.6904. (p2-13D) Van with POp toP, 17cc 
One t2' aluminum boat - 
5250. ! clarinet like new - one bedroom suite for rent. motor. Phone 635-5730. (pS- - 181)) 
$125. i pr. 7'~ Munari Ski Wall to wall carpet, tin- , = 
boots- $40. 1 pr. 7 ski boots - .furnished, with fridge and 1969 V.W. van. ,  Semi- 
$15. Very old Stroneberg stove. Near downtown, camparized. Second .e~me. 
radi~record player cabinet Couples only, abstainers, $1500 OBO. Phone o,m-mm. 
$100. Phone 635-5294 after  non.smokers. No pets. 1175 (c3-12,14,15D) ' 
4:30 p.m. (pl0-1BD) per re.oath phone 63s45zo. 
(c5-121)) 
Snowblower (Bolens) 26" For Sale: a 1977 TR7 in 
scoop. 8 HP electric start, excellent condition. Asking 
$600 OBO. Phone 6352614 $5,000 OR bost offer. Please 
after 6 p.m. er weekends, phone 635-6111 after 5 p.m. 
and ask for William. (p3-13) 
(ps.13D) 'MUST SELL' 
'GREAT CHRISTMAS By Builder, one house, new. For Sale: 1968 Chrysler 
1040 sq. ft. Carpet. Newport. Bucket seats, 
GIFT' Stereo system with ,80 throughout, f i replace console, 383, P.S., P.B., four 
albums, excellout coedition, carport. 5 year new home winters on, four like now 
Yamaha CA.400, Amp. BIC warranty. CMHC approved summers. With no rust thru. 
t60 tumtoble with Share & inspected. For a place you Rebuilt transmission and 
cartridges. Two JBL 26 can afford, under $50,000. starter. Very good atoning 
speakers. Ysbama HP-I For appointment to view order. 20 Nasa Street o view 
headphones with ten ft. phone Ben Faber Con- oi" phone 632-3413. $750 or 
'extension. $1400 OBO. struction, best offer, tcl0-18D) 
635.7879 Owner leaving town, must 
sell. Phone 638.8363 after ~ 5 (c20-29D) 1978 Subaru Brat 4x4. 
p.m. (pS-14D) Standard 4 sp, trans. Air I - , - -  ] o+.r+++' JUST ARRIVED AT Silver melallie paint: $5,800. 
QUEENSWAY TRADING Phone 635-2048. "(¢5. 
3215 Knlum. i 1'7' New homes in downtown| 12,13,14,15,19,20,21,22) 
--NEW-- -=USED- [area for sale by HECATE[ 
A large Assor.tment of [DEVELOPMENT. Quality[ MUSTSELL 
Great Gift Ideas for [homes built by local[ 1974 Mazda Pickup in good 
Everyone [builder. For more in-[ condillon. Will take trsdes or 
Dolls-Musical [formation call I open[Gaffers. ~q5~2609. (l~- 
Wicke/'ware- [ HECATE | 181)) 
Rat[onSets I DEVELOPMENT I • 1970 Toyota Cor~a Delune 4 Planters - 
Brass&Copper / 63s 2330 ] JewelBoxes (al0-16D) " dr. sedan. One owner, good condRin,, good tires, e~- 
Remote Control Cars s , 9210. (!)3-14I)) 
Battery Train Sets 
Dart Boards i , 
Cups & Saucers 
Clocks 
- ' ° ' "  MOBILE HOME Coffne Sets Fancy Lamp Shades 
Bar Mirrors 
Wooden Kitchenware IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
Radios TO YOU R LOCATION 
Stereo-'6 track E 
cassette combinations are now avai lable on our lovely 14 wide and 
Angelus Bells doublewide mobile homes. You choose your. Wind Chimes 
2WayRadion decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Lamps @overnment grant of $2500 applicable. 
--We Glft Wrap-- Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
C.ome In and Browse free credit check and approval please phone 
Your Leinure , collect. 
Open 6 days a week 9 - 9 Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
LATE: SHOPPING 935-5447 
TILL XMAS 
9-9 
I I 
I 
P* 
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Pursuant to Public Notice CRTC 1978-172 dated November 
20, 1978, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecom- 
munications Commission announces the following 
decision effective forthwith. 
Decision CRTC 78-719 
HOPE, BRITISH COLUMBIA - 7S,W~00 
Hope Cable Television Ltd. 
MERRITT, BRITISH COLUMBIA - 782085500 
Merritt CabloviMea Ltd. 
PENTICTON, BRITISH COLUMBIA - ~SZ~&W00 
Pentlcton Cable TV Ltd. 
KELOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA - 7~08~0~ 
Kelowna Cable 'IV Ltd. 
VERNON, BRITISH COLUMBIA - ~82034800 
Vercom Cable Services Ltd. 
KAMI,OOPS, BRITISH COLUMBIA - ~82084800 
Vercom Cable Services Ltd. 
KAMLOOPS, BRITISH COLUMBIA - 78~081400 
Mainline Cablevlsion of Kamloope Ltd. 
~RINCE GEORGE, BRITISH COLUMBIA - 7820~2~. 
. QUESNEL,. BBrl'~,_, H COLUMBIA -,.78~_ 8000 . . . . . . . .  
• ,WIL~' . ' I~K I~;  J~l~Tl~H COLUMBIA -~7820'fl~0 
10@ MILE HOUSE, BRITISH COLUMBIA - 7aN@0600 
Central interior CableVlsion Ltd. 
TEHRACE, BRITISH COLUMBIA - ~SZ074900 
KITIMAT, BRITISH COLUMBIA - 782075600 
PBINCE HUPERT, BHITI8 H COLUMBIA - ~8~07~400 
Skcena Broadcasters Ltd. .  
HApplicutiom to amend their cable television broade..ast .h~ 
ceacco for the above locations to repmce tempsraruy me 
recoptiou and distribution of KCTS-TV channel 9 Seattle 
(PSS) for the so½ hour period commencing 8:30 P.M. 
Saturday December 2, 19T8 and ending at 5:00 P.M. 
Sunday, December S, 1978, with the British Columbia 
Lions Society for Crippled Children Timmy's Christmas 
Telethon originating from the studios of Western ap  
prouchse Ltd., Vancouver. 
The channels which are presently authorized for the 
dlatribullen of KCTS-TV and which would be used for the 
temporary distribution of the special telethon 
profp'ammin~ material are as follows: 
Locatha Channel 
8 
He~ritt 13 
Pentlcton 8 
Kelowna 8 
Vernon 9 
Kamloope 9 
100 Mile House 9 
Williams Lake 9 
Quesnol • 9 
Prince GeorSe 9 
Terrace 9 
Kliimat 9 
Prince Rupert 9 
Decision: APPROVED 
The comml~ico has censidaei the licensees' ap  
~catiom for the temporary eplacement o.f the K~.TV ~ 
Seattle signal with the Telethon ingramm .ms o .~.  tmq 
at the studios of CKVU-TV Vancouver for me curauon us 
Telethon. Taking into comldertion the chari~ble 
Ixtrlmse off thaTclethon end the important concerns ramen 
by ~M~ intecvel~rs, the Connnlssi.oa. APPROVe...these 
applications, without precedent, sun]oct o me rouowm~ 
conditions: 
t. ~ ls  authority covers the ~0~ hour pe.rtod app.Ued .[or, 
e~nlnenolsll 8:30 P,M, Saturday, Decemner z am anemS 
$:00 P.M. Sunday, December 3, 1978; 
2, The Telethon programming shall carry no commercial 
advertising; 
$. No pregremming other ~ ~ s .l.~,c, tal . .~1 ,~ 
programming shall be permitted under utm aumority. 
The broadcaster's identification logo is not to be inserted 
into the microwave system for distrihutinn to the various 
l~t ' l~  cable television systems, cxeopt as It appears as 
part off slide or other hack41rotmd material, prepared 
especially for the Telethon. 
The Comn~lon otes with concern that plans for this 
program have been underway for some time but it only 
received these appllcatioaJ on ~ovember 3, 1978. 
J,O, Patemnde 
Actin~ Secretary General 
J II 
Tamraz told a news 
on February 2, 1979, for the to the new high school. . stratiou, along the lower .Nelson conference that receive~ John Buick, off 55 Swallow 
purchase of Llcenoe A 1~,  Spokesmen for the School board represen- River. 
to authorize the harvesun~ demonstrators said they otatives talked to the "-The Conservative Peat, Max'wick and Co. St., rel~a~ed at 2:15 p.m. on 
of not more than I~SO0m~:" wanted more 'buses made ~demonstrators, who began government of Premier Toronto and the British Dec. 10that someone slashed 
of timber each year tor a one ' available to students end thoirproteataboutS:Soa.m. Walter Weir endorsed the' governmen t~s Exp~qt the tires off htacar while it 
(1) year period. . improved lighting along byearryin~placurds infront, planandintreducedennbling Credits Guarantee Depa~ ~v~J~hLed in his driveway 
merit (ECGD), backer oi..t~ 
Cutting permits to ..~.e ! sidestrcota near the school, of the school, legislation in the legislature refinery's first mortgage~ Paul Low, of J-34 Vista 
issues unaer anmority of tnts : ! in the spring of 1969. 
licence will authorize cutting v '  • ~ • . • The bill died when the $II0 million, have accep~ Village Trallor Court, 
on an area situated in the LaDor  s lams enanges leglalaturewendlssolvedfor First Arabian's letter,.of roportedoul)en.gatl~-nnon 
vicinity of Dyne Lake, ' a general election, but the intent. ,.~r. stolenthatacassettelapedeckwaSfrom his vobtel  whil  
Cassiar Land District, within OTTAWA ,(CP) -- A mtmication between the uproar it created helped the Tamroz, in St. John s ~ith 
the Skeena PSYU in ac- government explanation off ~em'and the unions Now Democratic Party win some of his omc~ to meet it was parked overnight in 
• Premier Frank Mcoren and his driveway.., t man eordence with a develop- proposed changes to the ~ federal public an upset victory. • 
ment plan to be submitted by public service bargaining serve/~s. Later that same year, the other members of,the New- A ~6-year-old Kitima 
the successful tenderer, system, circulated to all The bill to amend tl~ NDP scaled down the foundland government was charged with impaired 
To be eligible to submit l~tblic servants, has been Public Service Staff diversion to a "low-level" which holds a second mor- RC~pdrivinSmotoraS a vehiclereSult ~cheekan 
bids and have those bids blasted by. the Canadian Relations Act, now before plan end decided tons eLake tgnge d t35 million, said 
• considered a tenderer must Labor Congress (CLC) as "a Parliament, would instruct Winnipeg as a reservoir for First Arabian's financial at 1:30 a,m. onDee. 8. Police 
have an allocated annual misleading waste of tax- arbitrators and recommend stori~eny additional water credentials had been released on names. 
volume in the Skeene PSYU payers money." to conciliators that they needed, checked by Peat, Morwtck Rose Hawkins, age 22, received minor injuries 
available for application to Shirley Carr, executive when her vehicle left the compare total publin service Monday's ession was the and the E.C.GD. _ _ . .  
this licence of not less than vlcepresident of the wages and fringe benefits flrotsince the inquiry began _.In.austr~a~}.st ~onn M:, road at the west end of 
the annual harvest volume consress, said Monday the with those arned by similar publichearin~_ last monthto .~na.nee..n ~ NOW xor~ wm 
authorized by this licenos, federa l  government ,  groups in the private eeeter deal at any length with the .tmfl t me. ro}me.ry ann m~ Hainla Bridge and hit the 
Furthenmorec an,,eligible miereprescoteditopreimed when determining public pewer pellcies off the former tset cuntro~ when w~w 8nnrdrailabeet? p.m. era. 
tendere~-,must'~'be-:the BILi C-~ and..cirt~mv~nted ssrvlceeampemation. ' .Conservative government.. ~isced"b'aiiltmpt. . . . . .  Dee.7. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
operator of a wood- normal channels of com- I . . . .  
proeesding plant with 
barking and chipping 
faeUities utilizing logs to a 4 -  Lottery 
inch ~ diameter. Each .' .,.. . - - . .  iN  AN T / U eligible tenderer will be 
required to submit proof that profitable 
the timber to be authorized 
for cutting is required as a TORONTO (CP) - -  On- 
supply to keep his wood- lario made a prdit of $100 
prnoessing plant operating million on Wintario and 
to the capacity approved by Provincial lotteries in the 
,the Licensor. fiscal year 1977-78, 
A statement from Reuben 
- Anyone who is unable to OARRIERS attend the auction in person Baetz, minister off culture • may submit a sealed tender, and recreation, said $71 
to be opened at the hour of million has been turned over 
auction and treated as one from Wintario for use in 
sports, fitness, cultural and bid. Particulars may be oh- recreational ctivities. 
tained from the Forest He said more than 
Ranger, Box 215, Hazelton, million was made available ' 
B.C. V0J 1Y0; the Regional for health and henltlvrelated 
Manager, Market Place, research from Provincial 
.Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ IB91 .peoflte. 
° r  the Chief  Fores ter '  " Therepert  saysnneperscn '  for Legislative Buildings, in four in 0nturio has heen a 
winner. A poll has shown 
Victoria. (a- that 85 per cent of Ontario 
• D5,12,19,27,J2,9,16,23) households play. 
t~.~styaeo,z~.~,~*om~*~ Quebec, Manitoba, 
British Columbia also 
pertieipate in the Provincial 
lottery, through which 34 
i g F IGURES ~ declared.new millionaires were B1 k Ha l l  
,....,,.-'"-"' 2800 oc Evergreen, Candy is dandy, but we 
aren't eating any more of it-- H tag s 
or sugar--than we did 50 OS e 
' - *  Kalum Keefer & Cra In 1927, the average se ized  mer  American consumed about 
10O pounds of sugar (sucrose) TEL AVIV (Router) -- A 
per year, and just under 15 group of armed men seized 
pounds of candy. Last year, the West German culmrm 
each °f us ate 95'7 p°unds centre here M°lxinY I f l g h t 1 5 . 4  pounds of ntmiher of  41S of sugar, and and took a ~]~ 
candy. And the 50-year aver- hostages, Israeli police 
age has stayed in that range, almotmced. 
~" ] ~ ~  Police said the group in Kofo 
• ed Dri an Israeli artist who was one off two gunmen who locked "~J~ themselves inside the West 
German Embassy in Tel 
Aviv in April last year. 
That protest, wh ichended Hemlock and Dogwood peacefully, was against what
the men said was lenient 
, , , treatment off former Nazis 
Actually, we don't even by West German courts, 
eat that much! These figures Thornhil l  Street from the U.S.D.A. a~e based on 
how much sugar disappears d'~vl|"~a-~¢A 
after it's produced. About 20 
of every 100 pounds aren't , /IS-" 
actually eaten, but a reused I o rsome i n  Thornhil l  for non-food iridustrial pur- 
poses, are lost or wasted, or OTTAWA (CP) - -  There * 
spoil before use. were 41 traffic deaths across 
• * * the country:during this 
For anyone wo~ried about year's Safe Driving Week 
diet--the candy we eat repre- sents' only 1% of the total Dec. 1-7, the lowest total 
1,500 to 1,600 pounds of 'sinCeintroducedthe sp cla122 y arsweekago.Was' 6367 
food eaten by the average 83S  American each year. Our sugar The Canada Safety Connell m 
intake is about 6% of that, or said in a statement Monday 
17% of our total caloric con- the prevlo~ low was 43 
sumption, which is consid- fatalities in 1958, Last year 
ered safe and acceptable by there were 45 deaths. 
most authorities. 
"1 Take beat ing  1 1965 Chevrolet Impala 283 ~" " ' ' • on p an week, $,550 OBO. 638- VICTORIA(CP) British IMature in the spring 
Columbia farmers have done 
8398, .leave message. (p3. better selling their produce It suggests the govern- . . . . . . . . . . .  
141)) .. . from roadside .stai~ds than sent  give assistance to WINNIPEG (CP) -- A Most of the testimony to Churchill River diversion, He also said that the scoring works were not yet- 
through marketing boards, developing and expanding controversial power plan date has dealt with Hydro's -/{e admlR~Mmdey thai Crown corporation decided complete. 
says a report :released roadside stands to other endorsed a decade ago hy a alleged shortcomings under no alternatives to bigh-level to call for tenders that year The tenders were later 
Monday by the legislature's areas of the province such as Progressive Conservative the NDP. diversion had really be~ even thtcugh Hydro didn't cancelled by the NDP 
standing committee on Vancouver Island, the government was  ripped Batsman was head oft studied and that potential have a license to proceed government. 
Mobile Home for Sale. 1974 egd.cultprg~ ~ central Interior, the Cariboo apart Monday at an inquiry systems planning for Hydro problems really hadn't been with the project and designs Scott suggested that the _~rto0ml~. of the b~h- 
12x58', 3 bedrooms, laundry • • . and _P.~Ce River areas, into Manitoba Hydro. during the height off t~  identified before 1969. for all the varinm engi- level divermou woum have 
The ,:report shows 17. per . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hydro chairman Leonard political dispute over um 
room, .-and storage shed. cent of all B.C. ~fruit .and Other recommendations Batsmen testified that the - been obvious had the ad- 
,.m. (p4-1§D) latent 'statistics. available, income assurance to cover diversion of the Churchill ommended by outside 
, J were made through the direct sales to the stands, River into the lower Nelson consultants been dane at the 
"MOB I LE HeM s:S stands, financial ssalstonce for their River was later shown to be time. Batsman said the idea 
roadside stands staffed by Under erces.examiuatton • • ' the project first, then to 
New mobile home., in a series'off discussion students, by inquiry counsel Richard o i l  study potenttal problems and 
from as  low as $]00.0( papers produced by the finally to look for solutions. m,zitt ,  staff n,.n Scott, Batsman said Hydro down. O.A,C. committee's reseurch staff. The co . . . . . . . .  .~,~a,,a ,,, lW ,a ,~roceed Carl Almon, of 20 Little Hawkins lcet control offthe Batsmen has bean 
The committee report was suggests an investigation off ~"~'~ho"~l_',,"w~o",, r,h,, ~h Wedcene St. in Kithnat, was vehicle when an oncoming chairman d Hydro since the 
Set up and delivered echeduledtobepresentndto marketing board practices,., llttle study had been made of churgedSundsywithdrivln~ vehicle, ownedbyChepSucy end of 1972-- after mat  Of. 
• its enviromental impact, too fast for the road con- Ktiobens, erased over into "the major policy decisions 
increase Scott described the plan as  " firm I rades  welcome. . .Wi re taps  . . . . .  uldlike'-- ditlons after he was involved her lane. There was an about northern power / ~ 'a atsester mat we sy' ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) -- in a sinsle vehicle accident estimated ~2,500 damage to development had already 
at 1:65 a.m. on Dec. 10. . . . .  the Chop Suey Kitchens Phone  co l lect  59] VICTORIA (CP) - -  An Information acquired in have flooded several nor- An idle oll reflnery at Come beentaken. 
5105. RCMPrepertseyspoliceuse wiretaps and bugginss was th .e~nManitobacon~mu~_fle~ by Chance, Nfld., will be The ,truck, driven by vehicle. Police said no His testimony to the' 
hack in production by late Almon, went into the ghard charges have been laid. inquiry is to continue today. 
' of electronic surveillance used as  evidence in °7 'ann causes wmesprc ,  1980 ff First Arabian Corp. raft at the Halsla Bridge. 
cff) . .. was up slightly in British criminal proceedings last .da..ma...ge to resources enu S,A.offLuxenbourgsucoeeds Total estimated amap is 
It says 82 police np- The figures were con- Barn.man. sam. .  ~ .~ ,in obtaining ownership, the M00, , " 
plicattous to use electronic tainedinthaRCMP'sannnal seem.eam.eeo~n.m.~u~_.~u~_ company's chid executive 
listening devices were report on the protection of case, mtne  asreen ma~,~ dficor said Monday. The~-nadinn Flag at the  
~rantedin19W, comparedto privacy provlaions Of the ,did.n.;t rea lk..e the e~rmo~_ Roger Tamras, chairman Kitimatfederalbulldi~was 
72 in 1976 and 83 in 1975. criminal code. .~ems u~at woma nave off First Arabian, said the stolen overnight on Dec, 10. company is awaiting Cbvlst~her Brome. off 
- " ' ,From the vantage paint decisions by the Newfoen: Omenica St., was ears  
Students demonstrate ~ 1968 and 1969, I was dland Supreme Court ena under the motor vehicle act -- - after his 19'/7 Volkswagen Ottawa, November S0,1978 
I ra"  k~Wof  
klM~ Ca1~ Forints 
TIMBER SALE . . . . .  convinced that it would have Canada's Foreign In- 
LICENCE A 10732 COMOX, B.C. (CP) -- The school in this Van- 'been workable." vestment Review Agency Rabbit collided with a 1972 
A PUBLIC AUCTION will About 50 students from .couver Island community The Mffh-level diversion (FIRA) on its bid to pur- Jimmy operated by Paavo 
be held by the Regional Highland Senior Secondary. ' north off Nauaimo opened plan was prolzzed by Hydro chase the bankrupt 100,000- Menninen, of65 Ko~i~us St. 
Manager at Prince Rupert, staged a peacefful damon- Nov. 16 and has about 460 in Aprli, 1965, as a way off barrel-aday plant on The accidont oocurrsd at the 
B.C., at 11:00 a.m., or as stration today~ outside the studants. Classes went on as securtnBadditionalwaterfor Placentla Bay, 160 Hainla.Kuldo intersection 
soon as p~sible thereafter, schocltoprotentbussevice anal  during the demon, senerating plants to be built kllometresweatfSt. John's. ahoutll:lSp.m, enDeC.Therewere no injuries. 10. 
( 
Page 14, The Herald, Tuesday, December 12, 1978 I Abb (Enelese some felt.tip pens, too.) . . .Shut-ins would appreciate a box of greeting cards for 
all occasions o they too can send birthday, an. Dear  y nlversary, graduation, get-well and condolence cards 
to others. (Be a sport! Stamp some envelopes.) 
' ..Don't give anyone a gift of clothing' unless you're 
absolutely sure the sine is right. That goes for the color 
_ and style, too. 
..DEAR READERS: Can you believe it's time to 
prepare for the holidays again? Well, it is, so do 
yourselves a favor and do your Christmas or Hanukkah 
nhopping early. 
..H you're wondering what to give Aunt Bessie or 
Grandpa, who don't get out much. Let me tell you what 
NOT to give them. 
• .No dusting powder, after-shave or cologne• (They 
prolmbly have several unopened boxes gathering dust 
ou their eineet shelves.) 
• .Grandpa doesn't need another necktie, and Grandma 
doesn't really want any more brooches, necklaces or 
Incelets. 
• .With the price of groceries o high, folks who live 
alone on a fixed Income probably would be delighted to 
receive a basket of goodies. Include small cons of 
salmon, eldeken; ham, tuna, vegetables, fruit, instant 
e~fee, tea bags, crackers, cookies and instant soup 
mix. 
..Another thoughtful gift is lined stationery with 
envelopes and • generous upply of postage stamps. 
• .If you're tempted to pass along a scarf, purse, wallet 
or some useless little doodad you received for 
Christmas three years ago, please don't• It's a pretty 
fair bet the recipient will flndit Just as useless as you 
did. (Besides, YOU might get it back the year after 
next.) 
• .If someone on your gift list is Hying on o pension, a
check for any amount would be much more ap- 
preciated than a frivolous little trinket. Or give 
someone who's counting his pennies o year's sub- 
scriptiou to a newspaper or magazine you know he'll 
enjoy. 
• .Don't give a pet to anyone unless you're absolutely 
sure it's wanted and will be properly eared for. If you 
want o delight afriend whose dog or eat In considered 
a member of the family, include a tin of cat or dog food 
for the pet. 
• •Don't give gifts of wine or liquor unless you're sure 
the recipients Imbibe. Candy, nuts and fruitcake make 
wonderful gifts for those who aren't counting their 
calories, but please have compassion for these who 
are, and lead them not into temptation. 
• .Resist giving toddlers tuffed animals and dollas 
that are bigger than they are. Parents will thank you 
for not sending their children horns, drums, sirens or 
whistles, if you give a child a game or book, be sure it's 
In the appropriate age range. 
• .Instead el giving someone a gift wllh permission to 
"take it back and exchange It if it's not what you 
want," why not save yourself (and them) much time 
and effort by giving them a gift certificate in the first 
place. 
ABBY 
..P.S.: To be alone at Chrintmas is sad beyond 
measure. If you know someone who faces that bleak 
prospect, give Mm or her the greatest gift of all: an 
invitation to spend tbe holiday with you and your 
family. 
1 
I ] 23 , 
0 ,2  Cro  s/, rd i,0 
i 21 22 23 
ACROSS 43 Surfaced 59 Cheat, al 10 English 
1 Neck scarf a road suffix painter ' 
4 Besmirches 45 English DOWN 11 Row 
9 Decompose writer 1 Morass 16 Greek letter 
12 Table scrap 47 Alfonso's 2 Hockey star 20 Proflt's 
13 One of the queen 3 Noun opposite 
Fords 
14 Slender 
finial 
15 Danish 
island 
17 Expire 
18 Cravat 
19 Famous 
Phyllis 
21 Occultism 
24 Medicinal 
plant 
25 Fall ill 
26 Ultimate 
goal 
26 Animal 
fat 
31 Real 
33 Woeful 
35 French 
town 
36 Appears 
38 Girl's 
nickname 
40 High note 
41 A morsel 
48 Turku sufiix 
49 A beverage 40  o] d age 
54 -- de Ore 5 French 
55 -- Belle, town 
Panama 6 Pig m poke 
56 WiRy 7 Actress 
saying Christian 
57 Spread 8 Seat in the 
grass ch~col 
58 More 9 Successful 
cunning day 
Average solution time: 27 . in• 
* n-m 
21 Panthem 
22 River in 
England 
23An 
aristocrat ' 
27 Member of 
the family 
29 She (Fr.) 
30 Highway 
32 Issue forth 
34 A relaxing 
37 Degrades 
oneself 
39 City in 
Maine 
4~ Enlist 
44 Girl's name 
45 Skin tumor 
46 Rose's 
sweetheart 
50 Biblical ion 
51 Chalice 
52 River in 
Russia 
53 French 
season 
25 [~ 26 
48 149  
_..W. 55 
57 ~,~5~ 
5 [ 6 7  t# ~u 
I 
14 
~38 39 = I 
42 ~43 
47 
F I 
I 1-20 
CRYPTOQUIP 
DBKP PHMDBKZ MDBKI  MDZ HA 
IDP  IHABI  
Saturday's Cryptoquip --  PURIST BELITtleD CUBIST'S 
PEDESTRIAN LANDSCAPE, 
Today's crYptoqulp clue: P equals D
l~e Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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Horoscope 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
Communications with 
others are marred by 
unresolved conflicts. Take 
time out now to discover what 
is really bothering you. 
TA US 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
The straight and narrow is 
the best path to pursue in 
financial matters today. Be 
wary of questionable pur- 
chases, suspected con.artists, 
and oo-callsd bargains, 
GEMINI ] [ I~  
(May 2i to June 20) 
A casual get.together may 
have its tense moments. In the 
p.m. keep lines of com- 
municatian open with 
someone dose• Avoid cutting 
remarks. 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Moments by yourself won't 
be peaceful nless you come to 
terms with a domestic 
problem. Don't allow un- 
conscious resentments to 
accumulate. 
LEO f t  . - (b  
= to Aug u) 
Friends may find you 
somewhat fixed in your 
opinions or intent on your own 
purposes. Give others a 
chance to express their 
viewpoints. 
FOR TUESDAY,  DECEM.  
BER 12,1978 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Others mi~y not be 
responsive to your efforts to 
rearrange the furniture 
around midnight. Go to bed 
and force no Issues. Curb 
irritability. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct• 22) 
Somewhat stand.offish and 
aloof today, you may resent 
others' attempts to get to 
know you better. Matters at a 
distance require attention. 
scoRPiO 
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21) 
Hidden factors affect 
business transactions now. 
Just what these are remains to 
be seen. Be circumspect in 
behavior, but avoid snooping 
about. 
SAGITTARIUS ~1¢# 
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 
Attempts on your part to be 
a matchmaker may not work 
out. You may introduce one 
friend to another and find that 
neither one warms up to the 
other• 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Envy may be at the root of a 
work-re]areal problem today. 
You can't expect everybody to
be your friend. Remain 
cheerful and go about your 
business, 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan• 20 to Feb• 18) 
Differoucea of religion and 
philosophy sometimes have to 
be respected. You can't 
convert everybody to your 
point of view. Avoid 
proselytizing. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Tension on the homefrout is 
po=lble today, but don't let 
worry about it interfere with 
sleeping habits in the ]ate p.m. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
both artistic and idealistic. 
Your flair for the written and 
spoken word can find a ready 
outlet in law, for you are very 
convincing in argument. 
However, your artistic ten- 
denctes may lead you into 
such fields as design, acting, 
and writing. For your best 
success, you must forego a 
tendency to scatter your 
energies, and you must learn 
to finish what you start. You'd 
find a mental occupation most 
congenial and could succeed 
as an educator, welfare 
worker and as a spokesman 
for the principles in which you 
believe. Birthdate of: Frank 
S inat ra ,  enter ta iner ;  
Flaubert, writer; and John 
Osborne, playwright. 
©1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc, 
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Ot(r/k i i~k.~t~tl p~Ht ~t,~dk.,~# 
"You can go to the convention if you're 
lucky enough to make it through thim door." 
" I I  I IIIIII IIII ~ I I  
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
"WHAT'S SO ~Pg~IAL ~YOU'LL ~EE 
AgOUT THE NEW DISCOI..WHEN YOU 
wI~mRE GOIN~ TO, ~/MEET THE 
CA TFISH 
By Stan Lee and John Rornita 
1 
~.1  FLASH "° IWeLCO~E,O ~l  ~L~ 
By Roger Ballen and Gary Peterman 
i 
,/ 
~HmN I ~ROId O~ Foo, ,p 
cl i 
(~HVI P~L~O~,THANI¢  \ 
F '/oo! mS v oo_l ( 
II 
1 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
B.C. By Johnny Hart  
" " ° '  . . . .  ' . . . .  _ ' ° - . . . .   .xW 
DOONESBURY , By Gary Trudeou 
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